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USD coach beats cancer, community celebrates
DARRIN HALL

STAFF WRITFR
Qualcomm Stadium hosted a
fundraising event to fight against
the devastating effects of Leuke
mia and Lymphoma. The event
occurred Oct. 24, and is part of a
nationwide campaign sponsored
by the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society known as the "Light the

Night Walk."
The organiza
tion celebrated its
10th year of rais
ing money for the
research against
the deadly dis
USD ATHLETICS
eases! Amongst
the crowd were many students,
student-athletes and faculty from
USD who were there to support

the cause and honor one of the
special guests of the evening,
USD men's tennis coach Tom
Hagedorn.
Hagedorn was diagnosed with
Leukemia in September 2007,
and after an intensive first week
of treatment, he was notified that
he would probably not live for
more than 24 hours. What hap
pened during those next 24 hours

Davies award recognizes outstanding professor
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was deemed a medical miracle.
Hagedorn fought during his first
night and remarkably, his condi
tion took a turn for the better.
Doctors and nurses appro
priately named Hagedron "The
Miracle Man." He stayed in the
hospital for about three more
weeks until he was able to leave

See HAGEDORN, page 2
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The most prestigious award
in the University of San Di
ego's College of Arts and
Sciences recognizes a teacher
who is focused on teaching and
impacts the lives of students.
Mrs. Darlene Davies es
tablished the grant in 1984 in
remembrance of her husband,
Lowell Davies, a lifetime en
thusiast of theater and the arts.
When the new Dean of Arts

and Sciences, Dr. Mary K. Boyd,
presented her with a bouquet,
she was met with a standing ova
tion from attendees, including 20
of the 25 previous Davies Award
winners.
Dr. Kenneth Keith, a psychol
ogy professor and the 2008 re
cipient of the Davies Award for
Teaching Excellence was hon
ored last Thursday in the Joan
B. Kroc Institute for Peace and
Justice at the 25th anniversary of
the accolade.

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA
The award comes with a
$ 1.000 grant that Keith plans
to use toward attending the
National Institute of Teaching
of Psychology. The recipient
also gets his or her choice of an
actual chair, office or rocking
version, with a commemora
tive inscription. "At this time
of my life the rocking chair is
the best one," Keith said of his
decision.

See DAVIES, page 2

Ron Paul, the Texas Congress
man who caused a stir during the
Republican primaries with his
unorthodox political philosophy,
will still have a shot to make
an impact this election. Despite
withdrawing his bid for the Re
publican Party's nomination ear
lier this year, Paul was officially
certified as a write-in candidate
in California for the upcomingelections.
Eric Garris of the LewRockwell.com blog first
reported
on Oct. 23 that Paul would be
certified, which was confirmed
on Oct. 24 when California
Secretary of State Debra Bowen
released the official list of certi
fied write-in candidates.
Early in September, both Mon
tana and Louisiana added Paul to
their ballots, making California
the third and most populous state
to make him a factor in the No
vember election.
The Constitution Party of
Montana removed Reverend
Chuck Baldwin from their presi
dential ticket and replaced him
with Paul. In Louisiana, a group
of electors, under the label of the

See PAUL, page 4

USD students consider third-party options for president
Libertarian, Constitutionalist, Independent and Green party candidates on ballot
MEREDITH SCHNEIDER

STAFF WRITER
Barack Obama and John
McCain are not the only candi
dates running for the presiden
tial election. As America enters
the homestretch of the 2008
elections,, voting" for an alterna
tive candidate remains a viable
option for student voters and the
independent-minded alike.
Libertarian candidate Bob
Barr will be on the ballots along

side his running mate Wayne A.
Root. Libertarians traditionally
believe that every individual has
the right to do what they want to
reach personal goals, as long as
it doesn't interfere or deprecate
those of their peers. Barr is gen
erating more appeal by ground
ing his campaign on reforming
the economy, an important issue
that has caught the attention of
the student body of USD.
"The most important aspect
of this election is the economy,"

senior Tom Nash said. "Neither
Obama nor McCain know much
about the economy. McCain is
a National Security guru and
Obama knows how to recite
really emotional speeches. Poli
tics is economics."
Another potential candidate is
Chuck Baldwin, representative
of the Constitution Party with
Darrell Castle as his running
mate. According to the official
Baldwin campaign website, the
Constitution Party believes in

a limited government under the
Constitution as well as keeping
a steadfast moral value present.
The site adds that the Baldwin/
Castle doctrine holds firm beliefs
against foreign ownership in the
United States, Baldwin aims to
eliminate U.S. dependence on
foreign countries all together.
Ralph Nader and Matt Gon
zalez are another pair on the
ballot for the upcoming election.

See OPTIONS, Page 2
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NEWS

Word of the Week:
Tax
ANNE SLAGILL
NEWS EDITOR
The word "tax" tends to stir up a
wide range of emotions from anger to
revolution. Just ask Joe the plumber
or an 18th century Frenchman. Even
so, logophiles are attracted to the
word's resonance; a lovely ta sound
cut short by a final x-stasy. It is not
surprising that the word finds its
roots in Latin; when all roads lead to
Rome, somebody is probably paying
through the nose.
According to the Etymology Dic
tionary, the Latin word "taxare"means
"to evaluate, estimate, assess, handle"
also "to censure or charge." Taxation
has been carried out for thousands of
years and has inspired some of the
greatest movements in history.
The practice goes back to Ancient
Egypt. By 3,000 B.C.E. Pharaohs
were collecting taxes in the form of
land or goods. Those who refused to
pay could be beaten or put to death.
Despite the negative consequences of
tax evasion, some dissenters have en
joyed a positive portrayal in history.
It seems that the big ideas behind
this tiny word have been shaping his
tory for centuries. Jesus Christ was
accused of promoting tax-resistance.
18th century Quakers refused to pay
taxes that supported the French and
Indian War. The Boston Tea Party,
which lent inspiration to the Ameri
can Revolution, was a protest against
taxation.
The famed American tax resister
Henry David Thoreau refused to pay
because he was opposed to the Mex
ican-American war. "If a thousand
men were not to pay their tax-bills
this year, that would not be a violent
and bloody measure, as it would be
to pay them, and enable the State to
commit- violence and shed innocent
blood. This is, in fact, the definition
of a peaceable revolution, if any such
is possible," Thoreau wrote.

CORRECTIONS:
A Campus Focus article published on
Oct. 23 titled "Teach for America recruits
at USD" inaccurately stated that if you are
on a student visa, you could not apply to the
program. In fact, that is not always the case.
More
information:
teachforamerica.org/
admissions/how_to_apply/international_students.htm.
The title of an Opinion article published
on Oct. 23, "Proposition 8:'ensures marriage
equality for all" could have been misleading.
The author was not supporting Proposition 8
as the title implied.

1984 "Baby Fae," a new 1978 Egyptian President 1886 The Statue of Liberty
born with a severe heart Anwar Sadat and Israeli was dedicated in New York
defect, was given the heart Prime Minister Menachem Harbor by President
of , a baboon in
Begin were named winners Grover Cleveland.
an
experimen
of the Nobel
1919
Congress
tal transplant in
Peace Prize
passed the Volstead
Loma Linda, Calif.
for
their
Act prohibiting the
She
lived
work toward
manufacture, sale or
21
days
a Middle
transportation
of
with the
East
alcohol.
accord.
animal
heart.

1973 The Bosporus Bridge
in Istanbul, Turkey is com
pleted, connecting the con
tinents of Europe and Asia
over the Istanbul Strait for the
first time.

1917 During World War I,
the Battle of Beersheba took
place and it is now considered
to be "last successful cavalry
charge in history."

1951 American soldiers are
exposed to an atomic explo
sion for training purposes in
Desert Rock, Nev.. Participa
tion was not voluntary.

1929 known as Black Tues
day, on this day, 16.4 million
shares were traded on Wall
Street, which marked the
beginning of the Great
Depression.
1969 The first-ever computer-to-computer link is
established on ARPANET,
the precursor to the
Internet.

1965 Norman Morrison,
a 31-year-old Quaker, sets
himself on fire in front of the
river entrance to the Pentagon
to protest the use of napalm in
the Vietnam war.

HISTORY.COM, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Light the Night event has raised Award honors
noted professor
over $40 million for patients
HAGEDORN, continued
under the assistance of a walker and
several oxygen tanks. In less than a
couple of days, Hagedron had gained
the strength to walk without his walker
and breathe without the use of oxygen
tanks.
Hagedron continues his recovery
and volunteers weekly at the Leukemia
and Lymphoma Society.
In an interview with the local NBC
affiliate in San Diego, Hagedorn spoke
of his disease and how he was able to
battle through it. He attributes a great
amount of credit to his health, support
from his family and friends, and also a
fortunate blood match with his sister,

which allowed for a healthy recovery.
In turn, Hagedron recognizes that posi
tive steps are being made towards fight
ing the disease, but that more work still
needs to be done.
The "Light the Night" event was
highlighted by music performances from
Ryan Ferguson and Heavy Flow. Since
the "Light the Night" campaign began,
over $40 million has been dispersed
through the Leukemia and Lymphoma
Society to patients who could not oth
erwise afford treatment. Overall, $425
million has been donated to top scien
tists in the field to go towards research,
improved treatment programs and cures
for Leukemia and Lymphoma.

Students reveal political motivations
for supporting third party candidates
OPTIONS, continued
Nader's campaign website confirms
that he was a write-in candidate during
the 1992 election, but has officially
campaigned for the presidency since
1996. Nader and Gonzalez represent
the Independent Party, which believes
that the sole purpose of government is
to protect life, liberty and property of
the citizens.
"I would vote for a third party can
didate based on what they stood for,"
freshman Erin Schneider said. "I am
registered as an Independent because I
look at each candidate individually."
Freshman Tyler Stratton disagrees.
"The third party won't ever be elected.

It is there to take away votes from the
other parties. I would rather vote for
one of the candidates of the two major
parties and just choose who I agree with
more."
For this election there will be sev
eral alternative options on the official
California ballot, including Libertarian,
Green, Constitutional and Independent
parties with the additional option of a
write-in.
This year stands to be a great op
portunity for college students and the
general public to voice their opinions.
"Democracy gives voice to the indi
vidual in ways previously unimaginable
in terms of ruling governance," junior,
Peter Mulally said.

DAVIES, continued

Keith has finally been recognized for
his distinguished work after teaching at
USD for 10 years and holding the title
of psychology department chair from
1999 to 2007. In his spare time, Keith
enjoys scoring AP psychology exams as
one of his extracurricular activities. One
of the perks of scoring those exams is
the opportunity to travel to and experi
ence different cities. While describing a
previous trip to Kansas City, Mo., Keith
said "we work hard and we play hard."
In defining the importance of the
Davies Award, Dr. Del Dickson, a polit
ical science professor and 1995 recipi
ent of the award presented the keynote
speech, "The future of Liberal Arts
Education at USD; A View from the
Trenches." The College of Arts and Sci
ences, Dickson said, "is the guardian of
the beating heart of the university." He
spoke on the changes that the USD has
experienced over the past 25 years and
what needs to be accomplished in order
to protect the college's independence.
Therese Whitcomb was the second
recipient of the Davies Award in 1985
and fully understands the importance
of establishing relationships with her
students. Now retired, she was once a
professor of art for 35 years after she
graduated from USD in 1953. Whit
comb commented on the honor that the
award confers, "I still get Christmas
cards or someone will recognize me
at the airport while I'm waiting for my
flight."
Dr. Jim Gump, professor of history,
earned the award in 1992. "It shows that
we still value teaching," he said.
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Women PeaceMakers say farewell to USD community
The Vista meets with PeaceMaker women to conduct an exclusive interview
erment of women. Many women are
far behind because under apartheid
we weren't allowed to go to school so
now they need to be educated. Also we
need to focus on poverty and make the
women part of the economy or they will
never have any power.

ALLYSON HUNT
ASSISTANT NFWS FDITOR
Every year the Women PeaceMak
ers Program, sponsored by the Fred
J. Hansen Foundation, selects four
women who have shown exemplary
peace making initiative in their home
countries to come share their experienc
es with the USD community. This year
the recipients of the title were Shangita
Alam of Bangladesh, Sylvie Maunga
Mbanga of the Democratic Republic
of the Congo, Zandile Nhlengetwa of
South Africa and Olenka Ochoa of Peru.
Last Tuesday was the final appearance
for the women before they returned
home. All four women came together to
address the USD community.

SYLVIE MAUNGA MBANGA

.

0

OLENKA OCHOA

V: Are you planning on trying to
extend your programs beyond your
province to the rest of South Africa?
ZN: I hope that some of the good
practices will be adopted by other areas
along with some models for keeping
peace, but they need to be contextualized. The programs will not be needed
in the same ways everywhere so each
place needs to make it work for them.

i

Shangita Alam, in her mission of
stopping discrimination against women,
focuses on eradicating poverty as the
way to reach peace. Alam has worked
in many poor areas in her country to
raise the levels of education, the aware
ness of political rights and the work
skills of women in rural areas. She has
also helped to develop and implement
educational programs about peace and
conflict resolution for schools across her
country and opened dialogues between
the Christians, Muslims and Hindus in
Bangladesh.
The Vista: Who has been the biggest
inspiration for your work?
Shangita Alam: I feel that I found a
mentor in the greatest poet of my coun
try, Rabindora Nalh Tago. I have read
a lot of his books of poetry, novels and
songs, and they inspired me to work for
peace. I am also inspired by a teacher
that I had when I was a child and by
the freedoms I see my North American
female colleagues with.
V: What do you see as the next step
or project for your fight to empower
women?
SA: I have realized through this
Women PeaceMakers conference that
I have never structurally analyzed the
things that I am doing. I never had a
distinct plan of action with clear goals
of how I wanted to accomplish my goal
of helping women. Now after meeting
these other women, I realize that I am
not alone in my fight and that I need
to organize, so my next step will be to
come up with a plan and continue my
work.
V: During your presentation, you
spoke of women "being born into dark
ness, living in darkness and dying in
darkness" because they never realized
how wrongly they were being treated.
How did you escape this "darkness?"
SA: I was observant as a child.
When I saw that my brothers or my boy
cousins were getting better things than
I was, I got very upset. As I got older
I noticed that when boys were born, it
was always joyfully announced, but
when a girl was born, no one said any
thing or seemed very happy. Even in
death it is the same way. In my country
when a man dies many people, neigh-

V: Is there one of your programs in
particular that you are most proud of?
ZN: I am most proud of having been
able to bring two youths in conflict into
the same room so they could identify
what they had in common and connect.
They came together, realized that they
were very similar and wrote the book
"On Common Ground" together.

V: Have there been any significant
road blocks on your way to healing these
communities and fighting violence?
ZN: When the groups I work with
become politicized and the group mem
bers begin to fight that delays projects
severely. Although I think funding is
an even bigger obstacle. We need more
access to funding because the programs
are just becoming too big.

SHANGITA ALAM

ZANDILE NHLENGETWA

bors, friends, family, the whole com
munity, come together and pray and
mourn. But, when a woman dies only
the very close family knows about it and
not very many people come to pray for
her. When I went to school, I realized
that most women do not know anything
about life or the world outside of their
houses.

V: How did your family react when
you told them that you wanted to dedi
cate your life to helping the disenfran
chised women of your country?
SMM: My parents were very proud
of me for wanting to help others, but
they are always warning me to be care
ful and also to be objective in my work.
I get many e-mails from them every day
telling me to be careful because of the
places I go and the people that 1 work
with.

Sylvie Maunga Mbanga is a lawyer
and an advocate for victims of sexual
assault and women's rights. She has
provided victims of sexual assault in
her country with psychological, medi
cal, financial and spiritual aid from a
holistic approach. She also helps these
women access the judicial system and
involves them in income-generating
activities and skill-building groups.
She opens dialogues between different
ethnic groups in the Congo and imple
ments programs on good governance
for the Life and Peace Institute.
The Vista: What is the next big step
or project for your mission?
Sylvie Maunga Mbanga: I'm work
ing on developing a structure for good
governance by investigating what kinds
of people would be good for the offices
and by finding out what kind of democ
racy would be best for Africa and which
kind Africa would like to have. I also
want to start attacking the problem of
patriarchy in my country.

V: What do you think is the biggest
obstacle for gender equality in your
country?
SMM: It is definitely the economic
status of women. If women are going to
have any power or respect in my coun
try, they need to have more money.

Zandile Nhlengetwa is a survivor
of the political violence in South Africa
and has lost family members to it. She
has since worked to bring calm and
stability to torn communities experienc
ing high levels of violence. Trained as
a teacher, Nhlengetwa has conducted
healing workshops for other survivors,
developed income-generating projects
and campaigned to raise awareness
about youth violence and drug abuse.
The Vista: What do you see as the
next step or project for your mission?
Zandile Nhlengetwa: The empow

Olenka Ochoa has been an activ
ist for human rights since she was in
college and during the authoritarian
presidency of Alberto Fujimori. Her
focus has been on fighting violence and
discrimination against women. Ochoa's
most recent projects include founding
the first shelter for battered women in
San Juan de Lurigancho and "Keepers
of the Peace," which involves at-risk
youth in combating violence and dis
crimination.
The Vista: Who has been the biggest
inspiration for the work you are doing?
Olenka Ochoa: It is the young
people for whom I work. It is for them
that I do the work and they inspire me
to keep doing it.
V: What is the next step in your cam
paign against violence and discrimina
tion?
OO: I am thinking of two possible
projects. The first one is to promote the
shelter that I already have and to create
a new one for young people with dif
ferent problems. The second one is on
the international level and it would be tc
promote safety in cities and get the UN
more involved in protecting women and
children during war.
V: Of what achievement are you most
proud?
OO: When the young people who
I have helped come up to me and tell
me that they learned from the programs
that I have made and that they are doing
well. That is what I am most proud of.
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public safety report
Off-campus: At 12:58 p.m.
Public Safety officers responded to
a report that a commuter student's
vehicle had possibly been stolen.
Upon investigation, the student had
parked her vehicle off-campus on
Via Las Cumbres Road between 11
a.m.-12:30 p.m., during which time
it was stolen. The vehicle had been
secured and there were no visible
signs in the area of a forced entry.
The student filed a report with
SDPD.
Joan B Kroc Institute for
Peace & Justice: At 3:20 p.m.
Public Safety Dispatchers observed
on their surveillance equipment
a female subject who drove her
vehicle into a wall in the IPJ
parking structure and left the scene.
Upon investigation, a resident
student had attempted to park her
vehicle and after hitting the wall,
checked her vehicle for damage and
drove away. Both the wall and her

vehicle sustained minor damage.
Manchester Conference Center: At
4:28 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of a laptop that had
possibly been stolen on Oct. 1
from the Manchester Conference
Center. Upon investigation,
the computer had been placed
in a drawer. It is unknown if
the drawer or office space had
been secured. A follow-up
investigation is currently being
conducted by Public Safety.
Alcala Park Way at Sacred
Heart Hall: At 5:53 a.m. Public
Safety responded to a report of a
non-injury traffic accident involving
a university-owned vehicle. Upon
investigation, an employee driving
a street sweeper accidentally struck
another employee's vehicle. Both
vehicles sustained minor damage,
though no one was injured in the
accident.

Classifieds

(619) 437-8904.
Box Office Staff Lamb's Players Theatre Telesales Staff Lamb's Players Theatre
is looking for a motivated, problem solv seeks a self-motivated person with posi
ing, quick thinking, clear communicator tive attitude who desires opportunity to
with a sense of humor to be a part of its earn an average of $18-$28/hr making
Patron Services team. Must be able to outbound subscription sales calls, sell
represent the theatre to the general public ing Lamb's Players' season tickets.
in a helpful, courteous and professional Love of theatre a plus, sales experience
manner. Must have good communication preferred but not necessary. If you like
and social skills. Must be punctual and people and have a charismatic personal
reliable. Comfort working with comput ity, you will be successful! Hourly plus
ers necessary, experience with Macs commission and weekly bonuses, plus
helpful. Pay is $10/hr after an initial complimentary tickets. Evenings, Suntraining period. Email cover letter and Thur, 5:30-8:30. Email cover letter and
resume to Susan Campbell (susan.camp- resume to Ed Hofmeister (ed.hofmeisbell@lambsplayers.org), Box Office ter@lambsplayers.org, or fax at (619)
Manager, or fax to (619) 437-8904. 437-6053.
House Manager/Concessions Lamb's Child Development Centers. Intern
Players Theatre is looking for an upbeat, ships available with U.S. Military Child
motivated, problem-solving person with Development Centers in Germany, Italy,
a sense of humor to work evenings and England, Belgium and the U.S. (Florida
weekends as part of its House Manage and Hawaii) January and February 2009.
ment and Concessions staff. Must be 21 Related college coursework and experi
or older, able to represent the theatre to ence required. Airfare and housing
the general public in a helpful, courteous are paid and a living stipend provided.
and professional manner, solving seat Interns receive 12 hrs of college credit
ing issues, supervising volunteer ushers, from UNI (graduate or undergraduate)
and Concessions. Background with and are eligible to apply for AmeriCorps
food service and a plus, but not neces funding. Make a Difference! College
sary. Must be punctual and reliable. Pay of Education, School of HPELS. Call
is $10/hr after an initial training period. Susan Edginton 319-273-5947 or susan.
Email cover letter and resume to Susan edington@uni.edu for more informa
Campbell (susan.campbell@lambsplay- tion. Please put INTERNSHIP-USD/
ers.org, Box Office Manager, or fax to CA in the subject line of your email.

Public Safety: At 2:57 p.m. Public
Safety officers responded to a
report of suspicious circumstances
involving mail being found in the
Mission Parking Structure. Upon
investigation, four pieces of mail
were found in the stairwell, two
pieces of which belonged to the
same resident student. The Mail
Center advises students to reset their
combination lock each time they
access their mail, to prevent possible
mail theft.
San Buenaventura Way
at St. Francis Seminary: At

PAUL, continued
Louisiana Taxpayer's Party, filed at
the Secretary of State's office, is pledged
to vote for Paul for the presidency and
Barry Goldwater Jr. for the vice presi
dency.
Paul made a significant splash during
the Republican primary debates when
he vocalized his opinion of over-reach
ing American foreign policy. Though
he received massive support from the
Internet and frequently polled well, his
actual voting results in the primaries
were disappointing, causing him to of
ficially withdraw on June 12.
Paul has since been a leader of the
third party movement, inviting four of
the top third party candidates, Ralph
Nader, Chuck Baldwin, Cynthia McKinney and Bob Barr, to a press confer
ence at the National Press Club in midSeptember. There, Paul confirmed his
endorsement of the four candidates and
in a later appearance on CNN, explained
his rationale.
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3:32 p.m. Public Safety officers
responded to a report of vandalism
to a resident student's vehicle. Upon
investigation, the student's vehicle
had been scratched with a sharp
object in three places.
San Buenaventura-Missions
Cafe: At 12:48 a.m. Public Safety
officers responded to a report of a
stolen water jug from the Missions
Cafe. Upon investigation, an
unknown individual had stolen a
water jug from the condiments area.
Off-campus: At 7:31 a.m.
Public Safety officers responded
to a report of a burglary of a
non-student's vehicle on Via Las
Cumbres. Upon investigation, the
victim's passenger side window had
been shattered, and his windshield
damaged. A laptop and digital
radio receiver were stolen from the
vehicle.

Ron Paul is an official writein for presidential election

Michelle Bowen - Copy Editor

Arts & Culture - (619) 260-7848

Oct. 20 - Oct. 27

^,3 West Parking Structure:
At 12:35 p.m. Public Safety officers
responded to a report of a hit and
run involving a commuter student's
vehicle. Upon investigation, an
unknown vehicle had hit and dented
the tailgate of the student's vehicle
sometime between 9 a.m. and 12:15
p.m., and then left the scene.
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On Sept. 22, Paul altered his stance
and officially supported Constitution
Party candidate Chuck Baldwin for the
presidency, turning down a request for
an endorsement of Republican presi
dential nominee John McCain.
Paul's impact in November is still
under speculation. In an interview
with Wolf Blitzer on CNN, Gov. Brian
Schweitzer of Montana stated that,
with McCain and Obama polling equal
numbers, "Ron Paul is going to be
the decider [in Montana]." He added
that Paul took second in the Montana
Republican primaries behind Massa
chusetts Gov. Mitt Romney and is cur
rently polling between five and eight
percent.
In the California Republican prima
ries, Paul garnered 125,365 votes, or
4.27 percent of the total vote, but was
actually on the ballot and in a crowded
field. As a write-in in the general elec
tions, he has been speculated to get
anywhere from 25,000 to upwards of
250,000 votes.

The Vista publication is written and edited
by USD students and funded by revenues
generated by advertising and a student
fee. Advertising material published is for
information purposes only and is not to
be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such
commercial venues by the staff or University.
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Campus opens Camp Adventure inspires counselors, kids
door to trick- SARAH GLEAS0N
or-treaters
GUFST WRITFR

Climbing Mt. Fuji, trying different
Japanese cuisines and riding the Shinkansen or bullet train are just a few things
I've done for two summers through a
program called Camp Adventure.
Camp Adventure is a non-profit
organization based out of University
of Northern Iowa. Their mission is to
create magical moments for children
that last a lifetime. To accomplish this
mission, they provide different youth
services for children living on military
bases who have parents that are often
deployed.
The program began 23 years ago in
Seoul, Taegu and Pusan, South Korea
by 12 students and two faculty members
MARIETTE NASCIMENTO
from the University of Oregon. Since
CAMPUS FOCUS CO-FMTOR
then, Camp Adventure has expanded its
services
to over 150 sites in 27 different
Certain holidays such as Thanksgiv
ing are characterized by similar ex countries, and each year they attempt to
periences and celebrations for adults, add more sites ranging from military
teenagers and children alike. Families bases to recreation centers. In addition
gather for a meal traditionally involving to expanding the locations serviced,
the dynamic duo of turkey and stuffing. they have also expanded the number of
Halloween does not fit this mold of a training sites around the U.S. to over 10
traditional holiday. Lacking a central universities.
Camp Adventure offers three main
meal such as Thanksgiving, Christmas
programs:
day camp, aquatics and Army
or Easter, Halloween involves a feast of
candy and costumes rather than turkey Challenge. The day camp program con
sists of running a summer camp full
and cranberry sauce.
of
different activities for the children.
People of different ages celebrate
These
activities include organizing
Halloween in their own ways. 5-yearolds enjoy the festivity of trick-or-treat- field trips and forming clubs. Some
ing in full costume of their choice rang sites offer an aquatics program that
ing from cowboy to spider to fairytale focuses on teaching Red Cross swim
princess. On the opposite end of the ming lessons to children. At these sites,
spectrum, a college celebration retains counselors serve as lifeguards. The
the idea of a costume replacing candy child development program provides
with, well, other things. No longer is activities for children three to five years
Halloween celebrated by knocking on of age. There is also a program where
every door in the neighborhood but by the campers stay overnight. Some of
spending all your time in one house, bar the activities in this program include
Whitewater rafting and rock climbing.
or club.
Another
program offered is the Army
At USD, we can experience the best
of both worlds. CASA along with the Challenge Camp. This program con
help of other student organizations will sists of traveling through Europe to dif
open the UC to children of the Linda ferent sites and putting on week-long
Vista community tomorrow evening programs for teens.
Participants are given the opportu
for a night of trick-or-treating from 4-8
p.m. Children will have the opportunity
to play games at different booths and
collect candy as they go. Parents of the
eager trick-or-treaters will feel comfort
able and calm knowing their children
will be in a safe environment.
Not only are USD students providing
children with an enjoyable Halloween,
those volunteers will still have plenty of
time to go out when it gets dark, after
the children are tucked away in bed.

SARAH GLEASON/THE VISTA

Senior Sarah Gleason swims with her smiling campers during the aquatics program.

nity to make a difference in the life of a
child who needs extra support or whose
parents may be deployed. Another
benefit one enjoys is the opportunity to
travel the world and experience many
different cultures. Most sites are based
in Europe, Asia and the U.S. Those
who do travel receive round trip airfare,
housing and a living stipend. Finally,
up to 12 units of college credit can be
earned from the University of Northern
Iowa.
For two summers, I have partici
pated in the Camp Adventures aquatic
program, and during both I had the op
portunity to travel to a Marine Corps
Air Station in Iwakuni, Japan. The
first summer I was an aquatics coun
selor and the following summer I was
the aquatics director. In both years, I
taught swimming lessons to children
in the morning and evening, and then I

Keep Dec. 11 open! The rumors are
true, we are having a major concert this
semester at USD in the Jenny Craig
Pavilion. Word on the street is that it
is going to be announced this Saturday
at the USD vs. Dayton football game.
If anyone is interested in helping pro
mote this major concert, they can go
to UC 161 and volunteer.
-Kaitlin Perry, Arts & Culture Editor

SARAH GLEASON/THE VISJA

Gleason and two fellow Camp Adventure leaders stop for a photo at the top of Mt. Fuji.

acted as a lifeguard the rest of the day.
Coming back for the second summer
was incredible.1 saw many of the same
children from the year before and they
welcomed me as if I had never left
them. In addition to being able to work
with the children, I also was able to see
and experience many different aspects
of the Japanese culture. The highlight
of my two summers was climbing Mt.
Fuji; I was able to see the sunset and
sunrise which are truly remarkable from
the mountain. Other highlights include
meeting some of my best friends and
seeing amazing fireworks, castles and
Zen gardens. I never pictured myself
going to Japan, but now I cannot wait
until next summer to go back.
But I am not alone. Senior Jamie
Autorino, also participated in Camp
Adventure in the Florida Keys location
recreation center. "This past summer I
was a day camp counselor, and I had
the opportunity to work with 9 and
10-year-olds in Marathon, Fla. The
highlights of my camp experience were
running the sports club and the field
trips that were planned around Florida,
my favorite being the Key Largo pool,"
Autorino said. "I believe that the lesson
that will stick with me forever is how
to think quickly on my feet. The kids I
worked with liked to change activities
often, so I always had to be prepared."
Camp Adventure is a unique op
portunity to impact children's lives
as well as change one's own. Camp
Adventure strives to inspire their coun
selors to create special moments for
children that they will remember their
entire lives. Camp Adventure will be
having an information session tonight
at 7 p.m. in The School of Leadership
and Education Sciences room 129. For
more information contact Alex Adams
at alexadams-09@sandiego.edu.
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Trans-Border Institute issues grants
and allows USD students to give back

The Office kicks off health survey
CHRIS ARRINGTON
GUFST WRITFR

Free coffee and donut holes are just
a few of the goodies that will be of
fered at The Office Party, being held on
Monday, Nov. 2 outside the UC to kick
off the USD health survey. The survey
allows the Health Center to be able to
study the affects of student perceptions
and behaviors on their schoolwork and
well-being. By filling out the survey,

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

CAMPUS FOCUS

it not only helps the Health Center
understand the student body better, but
it also gives students a chance to win
$500 and other prizes including CDs,
t-shirts, hats autographed by Jack John
son, a jersey autographed by LaDainian
Tomlinson, USD athletic merchandise
and more. Come out and visit the "The
Office Party." Not only will it be fun,
but the first 20 people to start their sur
veys at the event will receive $5 gift
certificates to Starbucks.

Students utilize alternative
modes of transportation

USD students provide dental care for the community of Colonia La Morita in Tijuana.

LAUREN BARULICH

sSTAFF WRITFR

While most students visit Mexico to
surf, party or explore the culture, other
venture across the border for different
reasons. For junior Ryan Brennan and
other USD students, Mexico presents
an opportunity to help people.
Brennan and his peers ventured to
Colonia La Morita in Tijuana this past
Saturday to teach and perform dental
care in the community. Giving grants
to students like Brennan to accomplish
over the border programs is just one
way that the Trans-Border Institute
(TBI) exposes students to this unfamil
iar side of Mexico located just 30 miles
from our campus.
"The goal of the project is to send
four to five USD students interested in
dentistry together with a dentist from
the San Diego area to Casa San Eugenio every other Saturday. While there,
students will help the community by
performing cleaning and sealants on pa
tients and teaching and promoting oral
healthcare to the area," Brennan said.
The TBI, founded in fall of 1994,
has continued to offer research grants,
campus conferences, internship and
employment opportunities for USD
students and faculty. Along with Brennan's project, the TBI has awarded
over $200,000 in grants in the past five
years alone. Other examples of grant
receipants are Evelyn Diaz Cruz, a
faculty member who produced a play
last year on border related issues, and
Angela Yeung who put together a joint
symphonic performance with the USD
symphony and the Sinofinica Juvenil de
Tijuana.
Brennan wants to display the group's
progress as well as the different border
issues they come across with a photog
raphy exhibit.
"This project relates to the U.S.
Mexico border due to the difference we
will encounter in healthcare service and
availability of dental and medical care,"
Brennan said. "I hope that our club will
be able to reach out to a community in
need."
The grants are among the many
impressive accomplishments that Dr.
Shirk, the residing director of the TBI
for the past six years, can note of the
border experience that the institution
provides.

"We help bring attention to Mexico
on border issues on our campus and
also bring our campus to Mexico and
their border activities," Shirk said.
With generous funding from the
William and Flora Hewlett Packard
Foundation, the TBI is currently under
taking two major projects, the TBI De
velopment Project and the TBI Justice
Reform Project. The TBI Development
Project involves work with micro-credit
lending, which is dispersing small loans
to people in need of assistance. An ex
ample would be giving someone $300
who can then use it to open a small
business.
"This program is mutually beneficial,
providing students an opportunity to
learn about micro-credit and Los Ninos
an external perspective to how they are
doing, which they can use to improve
their programs," Shirk said.
Also, there is the TBI Justice in
Mexico Project, which consists of dif
ferent conferences with other academics
and policy makers in Mexico, monthly
news reports discussing current events
in Mexico, and most recently, a forum
that Shirk attended with the Mexican
Ambassador this past Friday in Wash
ington.
The issues at the heart of this project
are security relations in Mexico and
the narcotic trafficking that the country
faces. USD students and employees are
helping the TBI by tracing the violence
through different news programs, track
ing it in a series of maps and then pub
lishing this information.
For those who are interested in these
issues, a way to get hands-on experience
is through a program the TBI started
just last summer. The program is the
Seminario de Estudios Fronterizos, and
it recently provided two USD students
the opportunity to spend three weeks in
Baja California.
During those three weeks, the stu
dents attended classes at Universidad
Ibeoramericana with other Spanishspeaking students. Along with classes,
the students also completed commu
nity service projects, traveled around
Mexico and immersed themselves in
the culture.
The Summer Seminar Program was
so successful that the TBI hopes to
continue sending students in the future.
For more information or to apply to the
program, visit their website: tij.uia.mx.

SIM0NA CAPISANI/THE VISTA

USD's TREE club bikes to school in an effort to promote environmental awareness.

KATIE HERMAN

STAFF WRITER

What do you get when you combine
a skateboarding banana, Costco muf
fins, raffle prizes, spandex and fifty bike
riders? The answer is the first Alterna
tive Transportation Awareness Day.
The event, sponsored by the TREE club
along with Associated Students, was or
ganized in an effort to raise awareness
of utilizing alternative form's of trans
portation. Its purpose was to reduce the
number of people driving to campus on
Oct. 22 in order to alleviate the muchloathed search for parking and also to
decrease the student impact on the en
vironment.
"I've read studies that say you can
ride a bike for several hours on the
amount of energy it takes to start your
car," Dr. Warren Smith, an avid bike
rider and professor of marine geology
in the environmental studies depart
ment, said. Using alternative forms of
transportation is a relatively easy way
to "go green" and reduce one's carbon
footprint.
Alternative Transportation Awareness
Day began at 6:45 a,m. at the cul-de-sac
near the Mission Giant Dipper Coaster.
More than forty students, along with
professors and administrators, received
green event shirts before embarking
together on a bike ride to campus. "It
was an amazing experience to see this
collective gathering of people," Simona
Capisani said, president of T.R.E.E.
Club and one of the event's major or
ganizers.

All the participants of the ride ar
rived in front of the UC by 9 a.m. where
they joined other members of TREE
club who were handing out free break
fast and information about alternative
transportation. The event was proof that
raising awareness for an issue can be
simultaneously informative and fun.
"The excitement was pervasive de
spite the early morning hour. As the ride
continued, our enthusiasm only grew, so
that by the time we arrived on campus
we were more than ready to share our
statement with the rest of the USD com
munity," Capisani said. "From the sun
shining off the San Diego River, to the
perfect weather, to the group of neonclad cyclists hooting and whistling, the
entire experience brought to light the
feasibility and enjoyment in the changes
we can make in our day to day lives."
Greg Zacowski, the Executive Di
rector of the University Center, helped
organize the event. "I hope we can keep
this going and do it weekly or monthly
and hopefully the university will take
this more seriously. We've been think
ing about putting bike racks on the
trams to encourage more bikers to not
be intimidated by the hill at the west
entrance," Zacowski said.
This plan of action would demonstrate
to students that the school supports and
encourages alternative forms of trans
portation. The TREE club is aiming to
make Alternative Transportation Day
an annual event. Smith also hopes to
demonstrate that it's never too late and
one is never too old to start biking to
school. "Hey, I'm 65 and I still do it,"
Smith said.
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Keeping fashion
office appropriate

Introducing...
"USD Monday Night
Study Break"...

SAMANTHA SHOREY
FASHION millMNIST
Whether you're a slave to fashion or
just a slave to your boss, here is a head
to heels guide on how to dress for suc
cess in the workplace.
What does an affair with your sec
retary and your shoulders have in
common? They are two things best left
hidden! Forget spaghetti straps and tube
tops, seriously. In the scorching Cali
fornia fall heat, there are plenty of other
options.
A wide strapped tank top can be
paired with a lightweight shrug or cardi
gan . Wear it in contrasting color to avoid
looking like a twin set, circa 1999, or
you could try a plain fitted t-shirt tucked
into tailored pants. Sharon Stone wore
a Gap t-shirt to the Academy Awards,
so there is no reason you can't wear it
to the work place. Yet, your co-workers
don't want to see a t-shirt advertising
your trip to Cancun anymore than they
want to see your vacation photos, so
leave printed t-shirts at home.
The key to looking pretty as a pic
ture, even when pushing papers, is the
perfect pair of pants. But you don't have
to break the bank in order to look like
you did; buy a less expensive pair and
get them tailored. This is one thing you
i.e.
can fake, unlike financial figures,
Enron. And if you work in a business
casual environment that allows denim,
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Between 8:00 p.m. and closing
on Monday receive a 20%
discount on all dine in and
pick up orders with your USD
ID. Not valid on delivery orders.
May not be used in conjunction
with any other special offers or
coupons.

Artisan pizzas, salads, sandwiches and pastas
SAMANTHA SHOREY/THE VISTA

Senior Deidra Schwab dressed ready for
work in her sweater and tailored jeans.

don't be afraid to wear it.
Although I wouldn't suggest denim
for men, take advantage of the reverse
gender discrimination in the workplace.
Think skinny leg jeans, cut to the ankle,
maybe even in black. But these jeans
should be high-rise and high end, if you
want to wear ripped low-rise get a job at
the mall, not an engineering firm.
Just because you're at work, doesn't
mean you can't work it! A gorgeous
look is best when you're on the grind
and is sure to make you the talk of the
office around the water cooler.

Dine in, pick up and delivery all day
11:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m. daily
Online ordering at www.zoizza.com

zpizza Linda Vista/USD
Located in The Village at Morena Vista
5175 Linda Vista Road, Suite 106
San Diego, CA 92110

(619)272-0022
USD CampusCash Accepted
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$20,000 annual stipend?
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This is a unique scholarship for PhD candidates whose
innovative research crosses academic disciplines.

Candidates must have successfully carried out cross-disciplinary research,
have an excellent academic record, and have obtained a bachelor's degree
from a U.S. institution by fall 2009. Winners must begin doctoral studies in
the fall of 2009. Applications must be received by December 1, 2008.

For full details and application information, visit
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Questions? Call 909.607.3689 or email: scholars@cgu.edu

live, learn, grow, expand,
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Music decline Yes on 8: protect the sanctity of marriage
RYAN MULVEY

GUFST WRITER

SERGE SEPLOVICH

OPINION EDITOR
It's a sunny afternoon and you're
cruising home from a long day at
school. You tune your radio to one
of your top stations only to hear your
favorite artist's single from their new
album. What do you do? I'd be will
ing to bet the answer is not go to one
of the very few CD stores left and
purchase this new album.
The past decade has been a struggle
for the record industry. The rise of the
Internet has proven to be an uphill
battle for the music industry. Advance
ments in technology have allowed for
the average Joe to illegally download
almost any song or album within min
utes. Such an arsenal of free, down
loadable music at a person's fingertips
has drastically cut sales in the record
industry, and understandably so.
Piracy has spread like wildfire for
two big reasons. First, the conve
nience of sitting at home and down
loading almost anything imaginable
beats out having to run to the store
every time your new favorite band
releases an album. As horrible as it
sounds, our society has become too
lazy to even want to go out and pur
chase a CD. This leads to the second,
and probably biggest contributor to
the spread of piracy: free music. Why
pay for music when you have access
to it for free?
CD sales have declined drastically
since the beginning of the new millen
nium. According to an article in The
Rolling Stone, record sales last year
were only 588.2 million, including
downloaded albums, a decline from
785. i million in 2000. These figures
continue to plummet as piracy contin
ues to spread its domination.
The truth is that times have changed.
The internet has transformed the dy
namic of the music industry. Gone
are the days of buying cassette tapes
or CDs. They have been replaced by
iPods and MP3 players. Instead of
fighting the Internet, the record com
panies are going to have to utilize this
new medium for their own benefit and
embrace the technological age.
Rather than releasing CDs, compa
nies should use money spent on pro
duction and distribution toward setting
up online album sales. The popularity
of iTunes has shown people are inter
ested in purchasing music digitally.
As sad as it is to say, I think we will
be saying good-bye to CDs and hello
to digital downloading very soon.

Marriage is the foundation of our civ
ilization, a brilliant microcosm of soci
ety at large. It does not exist as simply a
contractual union, focused on economic
protections and individualism. Rather, it
exists to take advantages of the societal
benefits it provides with respect to procreation and child-rearing. Simply put,
it is an expression of society's moral
standards and behavioral expectations.
For millennia and across cultures, this
union of man and woman has been seen
as sacred. But now, there are those who
seek to radically reinterpret the mean
ing of this institution. If successful in
November, Proposition 8 will be both
a profound redefinition of marriage and
a sad defeat for democracy and popular
constitutionalism.
In 2000, Proposition 22 was passed
by 61.4 percent of California voters. It
read that "only marriage between a man
and a woman is valid or recognized in
California." Despite the success of this
initiative, the California Supreme Court,
in typical foolishness, branded the voice
of the people as unconstitutional and
invalid and rejected all notions of popu
lar sovereignty and eschewed one of
the last pillars of traditionalism in our
deplorable modern secular society. The
ramifications of this action, taken by an

activist judiciary, are dangerous. The
reinterpretation of marriage, which is
something that extends beyond politics,
is perilous; it is so important an issue
that it must be decided in public debate
and in the laboratory of democracy.
Beyond these legal complexities, there
are also misconceptions put forward by
homosexual marriage advocates. Chief
among them is the argument that mar
riage is a basic human right and that
those who think otherwise will impose
"modern-day Jim Crow," as so adroitly
expressed in last week's The Vista.
The truth is that Proposition 8 de
prives no one of any right and seeks to
take away nothing from homosexuals.
Marriage is not a basic human right; the
fact that the state already restricts who,
what and how many people we can marry
is proof. If it were an inherent right, you
could go to court to get the government
to provide you with a spouse. Addition
ally, if marriage is an inalienable right,
then how could we uphold any norms
or moral standards? How could bestial,
incestuous or polygamous marriages be
banned? The weakness of a "consenting-adult" scheme is painfully obvious.
Finally, it is detestable that propo
nents of homosexual marriage put for
ward such self-centered and historically
false notions of marriage as simply the
societal recognition of a sexual cou
pling. Marriage is not something created

merely for the benefit of the spouses
as individuals. Marriage for love is a
modern conception. Rather, throughout
history, marriage has primarily had the
purpose of providing the optimal sphere
for the raising of children. Biology teach
es us that homosexuals are incapable of
procreation, they simply do not need
the societal and political protections of
marriage. They can already get the same
economic benefits through civil unions.
The push for "equal" marriage is simply
an excuse for attacking traditional soci
ety and destroying some perception of
"heterosexual supremacy."
The painful fact is that our society
is overwhelmingly heterosexual and
generally procreative. Marriage as a
restricted institution works, it is both
rational and natural. To scorn ancient
social norms and behavioral expecta
tions because of some created right to
"marry" the person one "loves" is naive.
The past forty years have seen enough
degradation of society, it is time to draw
the line.
There is no homophobia in this belief,
nor is there some potential sexual-ori
entation apartheid. Instead, there is a
desire to live as our ancestors, to protect
our children and to save our institutions
from perversion and deterioration at
the hands of those who seek to impose
acceptance of a lifestyle in a most un
democratic and intolerable manner.

Mary Jane battles it out with Jack Daniels
RYAN PLOURDE
STAFF WRITFR
There is no doubt that excessive use
of either alcohol or marijuana can have
negative effects on the human body.
Heavy consumption of alcohol can lead
to impaired judgment, slowed reactions,
memory loss and after long-term abuse,
liver disease. Excessive marijuana use
can lead to impaired judgment, slowed
reactions, memory loss and, after long
term abuse, lung disease.
But the real reason for the current ban
on marijuana stems back to President
Nixon and his war on drugs. Nixon is
said to have banned marijuana based on
false information, which claimed that it
"had negative effects on the country's
lesser races." Now, this information
on marijuana's effects on the country's
"lesser races" has since been disproved,
yet marijuana is still illegal. The ques
tion is why? Why is alcohol legal while
marijuana is still not, after all the effects
of both sound dangerously similar?
Alcohol is defined as ethanol, espe
cially when considered as the intoxi
cating agent in fermented and distilled
liquors. That means that alcohol is a
liquid that contains ethanol, which is a
flammable liquid that is also present in
fuel. According to the Greater Dallas
Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse,
short term effects of alcohol consump
tion include impaired judgment, slurred

speech, disturbed sleep, nausea and vom
iting. Long term effects of alcohol use
include addiction, permanent damage
to vital organs, several different types
of cancer, gastrointestinal irritations,
sexual dysfunction, high blood pressure
and lowered resistance to disease. Now,
alcohol in and of itself is not necessarily
bad. Don't forget that a glass of red wine
every so often is proven to increase the
ealth of the human heart, but over-con
sumption can be quite bad. In the Febru
ary 2001 article "Substance Abuse: The
Nation's Number One Health Problem,"
the U.S. Department of Justice reported
over 100,000 alcohol-related deaths in
the U.S. each year.
"Mary Jane" is no saint herself. Mari
juana is defined as the dried leaves and
flowering tops of the pistillate hemp
plant that yield THC and are smoked in
cigarettes for their intoxicating effect.
According to the National Institute on
Drug Abuse, short-term effects of mari
juana use include impaired judgment,
increased heartbeat, bloodshot eyes, a
dry mouth and a reduction of short-term
memory. Long-term effects of
marijuana use include psycho
logical dependence, memory
loss, decreased fertility, chest
pain in people who have
poor blood circulation, in
creased risk of emphysema
and cancer. Despite these
effects, not all marijuana use

is bad. After all, it is used to treat many
medical problems including glaucoma
and the negative effects of chemothera
py. It is important to note that the Drug
Awareness Warning Network Annual
Report, which lists all drug-related
deaths, has never reported a death from
the use of marijuana.
I am not questioning the legality
of marijuana in this country, but I am
saying that it is hypocritical for alcohol
to be legal while marijuana is not. Both
alcohol and marijuana, while they do
both have some positive purposes, seem
to have many of the same negative ef
fects. Certainly driving under the influ
ence of either can be deadly. The only
real difference seems to be that there are
death reports for excessive consumption
of alcohol and not from the sole use of
marijuana. So really one of
two questions must be an
swered; why is marijuana
illegal or why is alcohol
legal?

MARISSA WINKLER/THE VIS
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Scott's
Failing oil prices raise pressure on Iran
Ponderdome
JESSE AIZENSTAT

SCOTT NOVAK

COLUMNIST
Happy Halloween, dear reader. Have
you chosen your costume? Do you have
wonderful, vice-riddled plans for the
weekend? I hope you do, for the ghouls
and goblins that lurk have no remorse
for the innocent that venture into their
dark realm of All Hallows Eve.
Now, I don't want to distract you
from the impending, sinful antics that
await you this weekend, but the events
of the approaching week will affect
you personally as well as have global
repercussions. We are approaching a
crossroads that must decide the path
we take. The consequences will be
immediate and will affect future gen
erations too. The stakes are high, dear
reader, and I wouldn't have it any other
way. Of what am I speaking? Why, No
Shave November, of course!
You don't know it? Great googley
moogley, dear reader, sometimes I
worry about you. As so aptly defined by
Urban Dictionary, No Shave Novem
ber refers to "the month of November
in which you don't shave any hair off
your body, but instead, you grow more
bestial, brutish and masculine." Don't
you wish you'd known? Think of the
opportunities you've missed.
Some say that month-long facial
"fur-ification" is depraved and silly,
but I can personally attest to the bene
fits. First, no more shaving. No brainer,
right? I estimate that the last month of
beardedness has saved me about 47
minutes and 16 seconds, roughly three
episodes of "Robot Chicken." I've
made roughly $17.63 in spare change
from random people who thought I
was a homeless man and my glutes are
firmer than ever because of the increas
ing wind resistance that I encounter on
my daily bike rides.
Think of the highly esteemed mem
bers of the beard club: Steven Spielberg,
Socrates, Matisyahu, JT Lake, General
Ulysses S. Grant, Johnny Damon (until
he shaved his beard and started suck
ing at baseball), George Clooney and
Jonathon Goldsmith, better known as
the "most interesting man in the world"
of Dos Equis fame. Sure, you might be
the butt of the occasional Unabornber
joke, but you and your bearded breth
ren can band together to beat that big
oted bonehead bloody.
Not enough for you? The Save
Darfur Coalition is collecting pledges
in November in the name of all "noshavers." Even the lazy can help make
the world a better place, brilliant! Don't
you love the modern age? So what's
it going to be, dear reader? Bear the
vurden of the bu'rly beast or will you
whiffle-waffle and watch the world
whither into widespread wussiness and
want? Your move.

edly threatened to "erase Israel
from the pages of time." It's
STAFF WRITFR
startling how these incendiary
Whenever I have a little time to kill, tactics spark the speculative
I click the tab on my web browser that oil markets in both New York
takes me to the NYMEX crude oil fu and London.
But that was what the
tures. It's astounding to think that the
same $147 barrel of crude from last July Middle East looked like last
is now, as of Oct. 28, selling for only summer, or as the Iranians say,
$63.22 a barrel. But economics aside, I a whole cup of tea ago. Presi
care about this for two reasons: I drive dent Bush has watched his op
a truck and this drop in price seems to portunity dwindle, along with
be the only thing that has effectively put his days in office, to remove
pressure on the oil-revenue-dependent Iranian nuclear sites. And his
successor, judging from the
government of Iran.
These days, it seems whenever you polls, Barack Obama favors
see a pundit on TV talking about the a diplomatic route with Iran.
"real winner" of the war in Iraq, they Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
almost certainly mention Iran. The argu Olmert has resigned under a
ment goes: Saddam held Iran in check, corruption scandal, leaving
and thus, by eliminating Saddam, Iran Israel without leadership. His
is now without its biggest rival. There would-be successor, Foreign
is some truth in this. But Iran and, most Affairs Minister Tzipi Livni,
notably, President Ahmadinejad have has failed to shore up a new
coalition and is now moving towards
gotten lucky on a few key fronts.
To begin, Iran has been unfazed by general elections. Seeing that we are in
international pressure concerning its the mix of what Alan Greenspan has re
highly controversial nuclear program. ferred to as an "economic tsunami," the
In 2006, Israel, in its ill-planned war international community is now more
with Hezbollah, failed to disarm the focused on the possibility of a global
Iranian-sponsored guerilla group. Even recession than turning up the heat on
last year's maritime drama that led to Iran.
All this has left the speculative oil
a handful of British sailors being cap
markets
on their knees. Obama isn't
tured was spun as an Iranian victory. It
likely
to
attack Iran, Israel is without
seems that almost every challenge that
leadership,
and the global economy is in
President Ahmadinejad has faced on the
global stage has enhanced his power, shambles. The fear and speculation that
was once fueling $160-a-barrel prices
that is until now.
Just before the 2005 Iranian presi has now fallen flat.
Even OPEC's emergency meeting
dential election, Ahmadinejad, then
that
announced a 1.5-million barrel cut,
the mayor of Tehran, ran his campaign
or
five
percent of its global oil produc
saying that he was the candidate to al
leviate Iran's economic troubles. With tion, can't stop these falling prices. So
unemployment up to 10 percent and yes, OPEC has scrambled to try and
stabilize price, but some voices of this
urban real estate that even the flashy
Persian elite struggled to afford, it was l3-member oil cartel have been louder
clear that something had to be done. So than others.
Iran's economy, says the BBC, could
Ahmadinejad stole a page from former
Russian President Vladimir Putin's be headed into a "perfect storm." The
playbook, do anything to keep oil prices numbers are simple. "For every dollar
on the price of a barrel of oil," says BBC
high.
This is one reason why Russia sells analyst Jon Leyne, "Iran earns approxi
arms to Syria that eventually work their mately a billion dollars a year." In fact,
way down to Hamas and Hezbollah. It the International Monetary Fund issued
is also why Ahmadinejad has repeat a report last August saying that the Ira-
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nian regime would face "unsustainable
deficits" if the price of crude dropped
below $75 a barrel. And remembering
the recent Iranian outcry over the gov
ernment-imposed petrol rations, Ahma
dinejad and his conservative base are
feeling the pressure from within.
But this also amounts to a perfect
stalemate. The U.S. economy, combined
with dueling insurgencies in both Iraq
and Afghanistan, has nearly silenced
those who were beating the war drum
for Iran. Leaderless Israel knows that it
cannot attack Iran without first address
ing Hezbollah's stockpile of Katyusha
rockets. And Iran is facing an economic
meltdown because of the recent cheap
ness of its oil, yet it still charges ahead
with its highly controversial nuclear
program.
It is imperative that the next U.S.
president understands that with this
perfect stalemate also comes great op
portunity. Unlike the quasi-effective
U.N. Security Council sanctions of the
past, the U.S. and its allies finally have
good leverage on Iran. It would be a
diplomatic misfortune if the next U.S.
president could not see that in this time
of peril, there could also be a moment of
promise for peace in the Middle East.

—WR"W»
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ELECTION 2008: DIFFERENT ASPECTS OF THE VOTING PROCESS
mtmmm
Three propositions
California voters
should know
MORGAN OAKLAND
GUFST WRITFR
By this point in the cycle of politics,
you have probably already made your
choice for the presidential candidate
and perhaps even voted early for the
Nov. 4 election, but are you ready to
take a stand on the rest of the proposi
tions on the California ballot? Gener
ally, propositions allow voters to decide
policy that pertain to the state and local
governments. The initiatives that are
put to vote often entail certain benefits
but many of the propositions also have
a large fiscal impact on Californians in
the form of increased taxes. This year,
Propositions 8, 10 and D are proposals
that one should be familiar with before
voting. The grey voter book in the mail
can get you up to speed:
Proposition 8: constitutional ban on
same-sex marriage.
Prop. 8 proposes an amendment to

I APPROVE
THIS MESSAGE
JENNY WOOLEY
GUFST WRITFR
In the United States, there are few,
if any, subjects that are more personal
than politics. Forming one's own opin
ion on certain issues^wtobe|4he sub
ject is a timeless social dilemma or an
urgent contemporary problem, can be
an arduous pfacets For
it includes a combination of^esearc
soul,-searching and a certain amount of
ks
arguing with oneself. Nov.
of the wr
political
'H

4r

years, where the frantic determination to

make sense of the candidates kicks into
overdrive for Americans who choose to
vote.
Considering the effort required in
determining one's personal convic
tions, political opinion and affiliation
canjjbecome ingrained into a person's
character. An individual's opinion often
becomes a point of interest, especially
if they hold a recognized level of politi
cal influence. This is how high-profile
political endorsements can change the

the California constitution that would
define marriage as being between a man
and a woman. Homosexual couples
would not have the right to marry in
the state of California. In 2000,61 per
cent of voters said that marriage should
only be between a man and a woman.
Proponents assert that a "yes" vote is
not an attack on the gay lifestyle but
an affirmation of the definition of mar
riage. This proposition, they say, does
not subtract from the present rights of
domestic partnerships. They argue that
voting "no" will make education of gay
marriage mandatory in schools, which
they are against.
Those who are opposed to Proposi
tion 8 declare that it is a violation of
rights guaranteed by California to allow
two consenting adults to marry. They
argue that there is no mention of educa
tion requirements as a result of a "no"
vote and that opposing this proposition
would not mandate teaching of samesex marriage in schools.The opponents,
in further justifying their vote, say that
domestic partnerships and marriage are
by no means the same.
Proposition 10: alternative vehicles
and renewable energy bonds
Proposition 10 sanctions a total of $5

face of an election. After all, when a
well-respected or well-known individu
al makes a public statement in favor of a
candidate, he or she will invariably alter
the voting public.
This was most recently observed
when Colin Powell, President Bush's
former secretary of state, endorsed
democratic
presidential
candidate
Barack Obama on an installment of
JJU|C"s"Meet The Press." This sent
throughout both the rel^m^^M^^amiocratic parties since
Powell'serfe^/asla high-ranking cabismber under Bush's republican
Tinistratiorra long-standing
friendship with the current republican
presidential candidate John McCain. It
; support would be
tor McUain in ttveTipcoming election.
However, in his speech that he deliv
ered subsequent to his endorsement, he
described the figurative roadmap that
the average voter could follow; he did
not merely rationalize his endorsement.
It is comforting to know that all
United States citizens, even thqse who
have been closely involved in shaping
our political process, experience the
same complex decision-making process
as everyone else: Some voters are lazy
and let such endorsements determine

billion to provide rebates to consumers
who buy certain types of alternative
fuel vehicles and to help fund research
in clean energy sources.
Those in favor of prop. 10 see it as
a way to reduce our dependency on
foreign oil, improve technology to use
renewable energy sources and to reduce
air pollution. This proposition gives
consumers the incentive to buy alterna
tive fuel vehicles by giving rebates to
those who buy such vehicles.
Adversaries of this proposition claim
interest groups are simply lobbying for
more money to be given to companies
that produce alternative energy. They
believe that this proposition would
result in taxpayers giving unnecessary
amounts of money to big businesses.
They also argue that this proposition
would take funds away from schools,
hospitals and law enforcement that we
cannot afford to lose during this eco
nomic recession.
Proposition D: banning alcohol con
sumption on beaches
Proposition D applies only to the
beaches of San Diego. In January of this
year, there was a one-year, 24-hour ban
of alcohol consumption. Passing this
initiative means that alcohol consump

tion would be illegal in parks, beaches
and surrounding areas in San Diego.
A vote in favor for Proposition D is
arguably a vote for cleaner and safer
beaches. This proposition would reduce
the possibility of uncontrollable situa
tions like the one that occurred on Pa
cific Beach in 2007 that required the
response 70 police officers. Lifeguards,
police officers and families agree that
the current alcohol ban has improved
the beach environment and they support
this proposition.
However, opponents argue that this
proposition is not a solution to the
problem that the proponents describe.
They argue that riots are already illegal
and that the city of San Diego should
not have to suffer the consequences of
the actions of a few belligerent people.
Other solutions that have been recom
mended include a compromise between
the two sides such as banning alcohol on
holidays and overnight events or raising
the fines for alcohol offenses.
These are only three of the 17 propo
sitions on the ballot this year. As much
as the Presidential Election has over
shadowed local coverage, many of these
propositions may have an even greater
impact on our day-to-day lives.

or the first African American president.
Either way confronting two of this
nation's most fundamental struggles,
racial and gender equality. Not only is
there social significance of the candi
dates, but also, we are in consequential
times. The United States must deal with
two wars in the Middle East, declining
PAUL GARCIA
prestige abroad and the largest national
Gl IFST WRITFR
debt ever. In San Diego, local races
Washington, D.C.,"is like a star wars could reshape the traditional map of
convention for political nerds," said the party control. City Attorney, democratic
Bush administration representative talk incumbent Mike Aguirre is in a tight
ing to our group of students. In D.C., the race with Republican Jan Goldsmith.
latest political news plays at the bar like While in District 7, San Diego State
ESPN everywhere else in the country. University democratic-backed Marti
It was there that my passion for affairs Emerald, is running against republicanof state began to develop; they call it backed April Boling in a race likely to
be determined by a few hundred votes.
"Potomac fever."
People say that we students are
If Washington, D.C. infected me
with "Potamac fever," attending the young and the election won't affect us,
Democratic National Convention must but Xema Johnson, the campaign man
have given me the plague. I began writ ager for Emerald says, "it does affect
ing articles, volunteering for a local you; that when you graduate from col
campaign and helped organize political lege there will be a job there for you."
She goes on, "it affects the cost of your
events on campus.
I do all this because I was there in school, how much you'll get paid after,
Denver when a misty-eyed Congress and if you will have medical insur
man John Lewis, who walked with Dr. ance."
Young people country-wide get the
Martin Luther King, said, "for those
who say nothing has changed in this point that this election matters. Rock
country, I say you have not walked in the Vote, which focuses on young
my shoest ygg? : voters,-has registered more than 2:3
I have heard my dad talk about being million voters this year, compared with
the only male Latino, when getting his 1.4 million voters in 2004. "This could
MB A at USC. I have heard my stepfather change the face of American politics
describing what it was like to be one of for decades to come" Democratic Gov.
only a few African Americans at UCLA Kathleen Sebelius of Kansas, said.
We have asked our parents what they
law school. I have seen my mother's
did
during the 1960s, where they were
frustration, as a businesswomen watch
ing less qualified men be promoted when Dr. Martin Luther King marched
before her. They all echoed the same on Washington, and what they did in
sentiment. When they were children, that time of social upheaval?
Now, our children are going to ask
an African American or woman on the
presidential ticket was not possibility, us the same kind of questions. What
let alone a dream. So, don't tell me that did you do during the most important
election of your time? Did you get in
this election means nothing.
On Nov. 4, we are going to elect volved? Did you invest the time to get
either the first female vice president, informed? Did you even vote?

perspective on the
importance of
the election

JORDAN CARMAN-SANDEL/THE VISTA

their political allegiance. While I think
it's valuable to listen to Powell's state
ments about the nature of this campaign,
his endorsement, and that of any other
political commentator, is ultimately just
another tool that we as the public can
use to make our own decisions.
Both presidential candidates have
their share of supports ranging from ce
lebrities to high-ranking politicians and
from corporations to newspapers. While
I find entertainment value in keeping
my finger on the pulse of "who supports •
whom" chatter, I think it is more impor-

MARCH 4

JUNE4

Bush e n d o r s e s
McCain

Clinton officially
c o n c e d e s to
Obama

tant to closely monitor the actual issues.
Endorsements appear to be powerful in
themselves. After all, they come from
powerful people and are usually fol
lowed by a flurry of high-profile analy
sis as well as a seemingly never-ending
speculation. However, it is important to
remember that an endorser's vote counts
only once, just like our own, unless we
willingly give them power over how we
vote. We, as American citizens, should
be careful to relinquish that power so
easily. A person's vote is unique and can
only be counted once.

AUGU ST 23
Obama announces
selection or J o e
Biden a s running
mate

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

ABSENTEE BALLOTS
ARE MORE
POPULAR ON
CAMPUS THAN
EVER BEFORE

102 and Proposition 2, respectively, are
similar efforts to introduce a constitu
tional amendment defining marriage in
those states as well. Living in Califor
nia, it's easy to forget to stay informed
about hometown politics, especially if
that hometown is in a different state.
A registered voter has a civic duty
to make informed decisions when they
KATIE GROSS
take part in an election. For an absen
Gl IFST WRITFR
tee voter not registered in California,
Whether it is a strong connection to fulfilling that duty is more difficult, but
a hometown, an interest in local politics all the more important. A good place to
or just the ease that comes with not research information a boat the proposi
having to re-register, many students at tions on the ballots inpByr states is the
USD choose to vote in elections through Secretary of State'jjSHBsite for one's
the use of absentee ballots. While this state. For an alteifijpi that requires
may seem like the easy alternative to re less eft|rt, Ballotj^crcTorg offers a help
registering, being an absentee voter can ful, ejif-handeuanalysis of all of the
be harder than walking to the Degheri localJllues for every state and city in a
similar to that of Wikipedia.
Alumni Center on Nov. 4.
becoming fully informed on
As the election draws steadily closer,
es, make suj^tokno^vheri the
there are usually more advertisements ....
on television, the radio and billboards absentee ballot LS due as it varies from
regarding
California
propositions. state to state. For more information visit
Given this constant stream of informa longdistancevoter.org. a website that
tion regarding the 12 , propositions on has all of the absentee ballot informa
the California ballot, being a voter in tion for every state.
It is important to make informed
this state seems to require little to no re
search. Out-of-state voters, on the pther decisions in elections and to remember
hand, often times feel uninformed about that there's more than just a presidential
their local propositions, despite the fact choice on the ballot. Local regulations
that they chose to remain registered in often have more impact on day-to-day
their hometown. For ex|mple, the con-^ activities than the actions of the presi
dent of the United States. Know the local
stant media attention on Proposition 8
sues, whether it's deciding to vote yes .
California is an almost-daily renti
or
no on I-1000 in Washington to legal
of the importance of that proposition, a
fact stressed to both in-state and out-of- ize euthanasia in certain circumstances
state students through advertisements or to increase the sales tax from three
eighths of one percent in Minnesota.
and campaigning.
However, an out-of-state student Remember to use the right to vote in a
registered in Arizona or Florida, lor ex responsible way. Be an informed voter,
ample, may not realize that Proposition no matter where registered.

SOURCES:
http://house.gov/kinter. http://as.sdsu.edu/rockthevote/sandieg.html
http://enn.com/200S/POLITlGS/05/06/iiew.votersap/iadexjhtinl

AUGUST 27
Obama nominated
by Democratic
Party

AUGUST 29
McCain picks
Sarah Palin
a s Republican
Party VP
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Freedom of
Kevin Smith discusses his next big movie
When money is tight, Zack and Miri take a chance on porn
speech, please
MIKE O'MALLEY
GiJFST WRITFR

KAITLIN PERRY
A & C FDITOR
The First Amendment states that
"Congress shall make no law respecting
an establishment of religion, or prohibit
ing the free exercise thereof; or abridging
the freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the Govern
ment for a redress of grievances," and it
is vital for arts and culture.
Without this constitutional right,
Kevin Smith, who is quoted in the ar
ticle to the right, would not be able to
make a movie about pornography. My
columnists on pages 14 and 15 would
not have columns. Most importantly,
due to the proximity of Election Day,
Barack Obama and John McCain would
not be able to give speeches.
As an undergraduate college news
paper, The Vista publishes articles for
educated adults. USD students know
how to think for themselves. We attend
this prestigious university by our own
will, choose our own classes and, in
some cases, pay our own rent and bills.
We are allowed to vote, get tattoos, buy
a house, drive a car, go to bars, see Rrated movies and, I thought, express our
opinion. But not this week.
This week's issue has articles about
a movie about porn, protecting the
"sanctity" of marriage and a graphic of
a marijuana leaf competing against a
bottle of whiskey. But I was not allowed
to express my political views in my
column. So now I'm writing about why
I strongly disagree with censorship.
I write articles, columns and reviews
because I have something to say, an
opinion to express or a thought to think
out loud via a keyboard. I loved having a
column because, up until now, it was the
perfect way to top off the Arts & Culture
section that I work so hard on.
I organize the interviews and show
reviews and make sure every line is
aligned with the next. In this issue, I
double-checked that "pornography" was
spelled right and that the picture with the
stripper in the upper right corner of this
page was perfectly centered. If I can do
all of that, I think that I have earned the
right to express my opinion on political
matters in my column.
So here's my slightly censored opin
ion: I think you should take advantage
of your freedom of speech, of every
right you have, and vote for everything
you believe in on Tuesday, Nov. 4.

Kevin Smith has been a director with
a cult-like fan base since 1993, when he
made the film "Clerks" with his friends
in the convenience store he worked at.
Since then, Smith and his company,
View Askew Productions, has worked
with big names like Ben Affleck, Matt
Damon, George Carlin and Will Ferrell
in the "Jay and Silent Bob" series, which
have been champions in the indepen
dent comedy genre. In his latest film,
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno," Smith
teams up with Seth Rogen and friends
from the wildly successful Judd Apatow
films, such as "The 40 Year Old Virgin,"
"Knocked Up" and "Superbad." This
collaboration results in Smith's most
outrageous film to'date.
"Zack and Miri" is a story about two
lifelong friends who fall on hard times
financially. With no utilities and loom
ing rent payments, the two come up
with a plan to make a pornographic film
and market it to their graduating high
school class. The ragtag cast and crew
embark on filming their skin flick in the
coffee shop where they work. Smith's
departure from the "Jay and Silent Bob"
movies is a graceful one, fully embracing
the immensely popular comedy of Craig
Robinson, Rogen and Elizabeth Banks.
He sat down for a phone interview with
multiple publications last Friday:
Question: How much of this film was
autobiographical, this theme of do-ityourself filmmaking?
Kevin Smith: Well, if you scrape away
the porn, the over-trappings of the story,
it really is kind of the story about how
we made "Clerks." A bunch of knuckle
heads who don't know anything get
together and make a feature. The ex
perience of making "Clerks" 15 years
ago definitely informed the plot of this
movie.
Q: How do you think a romanticized
idea of pom is going to appeal to college
kids?
KS: I think most people will take this
movie for what it is. I don't think they'll
look at it and be like, "This is chang
ing everything I thought about the pom
industry!" I'm not looking to convert
people. I'm certainly looking to en
tertain them. I'm not sure how people
are confused that this movie is actually
pornography. The billboards clearly say
'rated R,' so I don't know how people
are confusing what is blatantly a comedy
with hardcore pornography.
Q: How did growing up in New Jersey
affect your writing style?
KS: I think the area in Jersey in which I
grew up certainly affected the dialogue I
write. Rather frank and candid dialogue,
peppered with a lot of vulgarity. It's just
my circle of friends, the way I grew up,
and that's how we all speak. I imagine if
I had grown up any place else it wouldn't
be much different. I can't say that the

DARREN MICHAELS/TWC

Zack (Rogen) and Miri (Banks) engaging in research for their new endeavor.

great state of New Jersey necessarily
influenced that as much as the people
in Jersey that I hung around with did.
Growing up in Jersey is like growing up
fat, you always have to try harder.
Q: How did the styles of the Seth Rogen
and the Judd Apatow crew blend with
your View Askew friends from say,
"Clerks" or "Dogma"?
KS: It combined rather well. At the
end of the day, they're all consummate
professionals who love to act. They all
honor the script. What Seth is genius at
is being innately talented at ad-libbing
material that sounds like it's organic to
'the film. When he makes a joke that's not
in the script, it sounds like it's coming
out of the characters mouth, not Seth's.
He's also good at ad-libbing things that
propel the story forward. He's not just
executing, he's elevating. He's actually
thinking about the story. He's selfless like
that. You love a guy like that on set.
Q: I heard that this movie actually got
an NC-17 rating originally. Can you tell
us a little bit about editing the movie to
get an R?
KS: I didn't edit anything out, that's
the thing. We tried to work with [the
Motion Picture Association of America],
We tried to make the cuts to get the R.
After doing that three times, I decided to
take the appeal process and say, "I'm not
comfortable cutting in the movie any
more." We put everything in the movie
we wanted, accepted the NC-17 rating
and then took it to the appeal screening.
It's out of the hands of the MPAA ratings
board and put in front of an audience. The
filmmaker gets 15 minutes to say why it
should be R, the ratings board says why
it should be NC-17, and it's voted on by
secret ballot. Now, I had done this twice
before with "Clerks" and "Jersey Girl,"
but this time I felt like I might lose this.
So, I was sitting there thinking, "I don't
think I did it." Then they came out and
told me we had gotten the R, and I went
home. There won't be an unrated DVD.
This is the whole movie.
Q: What are some films and directors

that have influenced you over the years?
KS: When I was a kid, 1 never really
thought about being a filmmaker.
It
seemed like a Job that people in Hol
lywood did, and I didn't live in Holly
wood. It wasn't until my 21st birthday
that I saw Richard Linklater's "Slacker."
That kind of got me into independent
films like early Spike Lee and Martin
Scorsese. I was always a moviegoer
when I was a kid, but the one that kind
of got me moving was "Slacker:"
Q: How do you feel your directing chops
have grown over the years?
KS: Only recently has that stuff started to
improve. I'm not a gifted filmmaker. It's
not in my genetics like Scorsese or Paul
Thomas Anderson. I don't live, breathe
and eat film, but I do like to write. When
I made "Clerks," it was more about the
script and directing actors and I didn't
really care about the look of the film. I
didn't have any style, and I still don't to
this day. It wasn't until "Clerks 2" that
I actually started trying. After 15 years
of being a filmmaker for a living, I feel
like finally now I'm starting to learn, I
guess.
Q: What's next for Kevin Smith?
KS: Hopefully in the spring I'm going
to do this flick called "Red State." This
little political horror movie that I scripted
right after "Zack and Miri," and I'm kind
of looking forward to it because I don't
feel like a filmmaker most days. I feel
like a writer who happens to direct what
he writes. With "Red State," I kind of get
to switch genres. There are no laughs in
the movie. It's like a 180 degree change.
I feel like if I can pull this off, I might
feel more like a filmmaker. If not I'll be
like, "Okay, I'm the dick and fart joke
guy and I'll do this for the rest of my
life."
Q: What's your best advice for young
filmmakers with low budgets?
KS: Make "Clerks." It totally worked
for me.
"Zack and Miri Make a Porno" hits the
aters tomorrow.
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La Comida Corner with Scott and Mr. Sergio
all the way to Tucson, Ariz.
SN: If you've never had the good fortune
to fill your belly with the goodness that is
Whataburger, I weep for you and I hope
that the opportunity presents itself in the
near future. As for Mr. Sergio and me,
last week's letter to Sonic made us think
of the other delicious foods that San Diegans are so unjustly deprived of, which
led to our hunger-fueled road trip.

SCOTT NOVAK &
SERGE SEPLOVICH

SS: I fell in love with this establishment
at first taste. I remember it like it was
yesterday. It was the summer after my
junior year in high school and one of my
friends whom I was visiting in Houston
decided to set my taste buds up with the
beauty that is Whataburger. I took one
bite out of my taquito, one of their signa
ture breakfast burritos, and was hooked.
This is all it took before this fast food
gem became my new obsession.

SS: As a native Californian, I was raised
on In-N-Out, so of course that is where
my loyalties lie. However, as a food
lover it would be a sin to lie to you about
the wonders of Whataburger. The two
are different styles of fast food joints.
Whataburger captures the essence of
the South's quality, mesquite barbeque
infused with the quickness of a McDon
alds. And the vast menu gives you many
options to satisfy your rumbling tummy.
SN: A Double Meat Whataburger with
bacon and cheese usually does the trick
for me, but if I find myself to be unusu
ally hungry I wash it all down with a
thick and creamy chocolate milkshake.
The milkshakes are divine and I have
known friends who enjoy them as com
plete meals. It may not be the healthiest
of options, but then again, the most deli
cious of foods usually aren't.

SS: Well put, Scott. My go-to is the
SN: From breakfast taquitos to meat- potato, egg and cheese breakfast taquito.
piled cheeseburgers, chicken tenders and Pour some of their signature picante
SS: This week my colleague and I de Texas toast to A1 Thick 'n' Hearty burg salsa on this cheesy breakfast wrapped
cided to shut up all you nay-sayers, ers, Whataburger is a fast food delight in a flour tortilla and you have got your
and travel outside the confines of our that will surely bring a smile to your self a hearty and delicious breakfast. If
neighboring beach communities. In tummy. Now, I'm sure that you Cali- for some unfortunate reason I happen to
fact, we went as far as traveling outside fornians are loyal till death to the local stumble upon Whataburger outside of
of state lines in order to enlighten you burger joint, In n out. I just want to be the hours of 11 p.m. - 11 a.m. (breakfast
comida corner readers with the South's clear that we do not intend in any way to hours), I always go with the three-piece
prized fast-food cuisine. For this week's discredit In-N-Out, but merely to inform chicken strips complete with a side of
Comida Corner, we went on a mission, you of another option of burger bliss.
Texas toast. Always hits the spot.

COLUMNIST & OPINION FDITOR

SN: If you're wondering whether or not
a fast food hamburger is worth a six hour
drive, the answer is indubitably yes. On
my last road trip to San Diego, my dad,
who is not nearly as big of a food fanatic
as Mr. Sergio or I, thought it necessary
to map out every Whataburger between
San Diego and my hometown of Dallas
so we wouldn't miss any golden oppor
tunities. This probably isn't indisputable
evidence as to the amazingness of this
establishment, but do you know anyone
who would do that for In-N-Out? Didn't
think so. Checkmate.
SS: Though I am not advocating Scott's
preference of Whataburger over In-NOut, I have to agree that this food is
worth every penny. Every item on the
menu is not only savory, but also rea
sonably priced. So please, do yourself
a favor, plan a trip out to Tucson one
weekend and give your stomach a taste
of fast food heaven - it won't be disap
pointed. And while you're out in Tucson,
hit up the local Sonic as well.
SN: But be sure to take advantage of
the extensive menus by stocking up on
items to be enjoyed at a later date. It will
probably be a while before you're able
to return. We, however, will return next
week, with something a little more close
to home. Until then, enjoy this meaty
morsel.

SD Culture: Zanzibar Cafe "Pride and Glory" movie review

GIOVANNI GONZALES
CAMPUS FOCUS C0-FDIT0R
This week's article led me on an
adventure to one of my favorite areas
in San Diego, Pacific Beach. PB is
one the coolest areas for so many rea
sons, but mainly because everything
is situated on one main street, and it's
within biking distance of my house in
Mission Beach.
On a recent day of biking, I found
myself traveling up and down Garnet
Street wasting time and putting off
homework when I happened to stum
ble upon Zanzibar Cafe.
I had passed Zanzibar Cafe on mul
tiple occasions and had never gone
inside, but this time was different. The
interior of Zanzibar is decorated like
any other coffee shop, but the factor
that sets it apart from the rest is that
Zanzibar has high ceilings, making
the space seem bigger than it really
is.
The exterior of Zanzibar also adds
to the character of the cafe. The facade
is red brick and presents a small patio
area, with shade, for those of you that

would prefer to people-watch while
eating. If you plan to take advantage
of what Zanzibar's patio has to offer, I
recommend getting there a bit early to
grab a prime seat.
Zanzibar offers a full breakfast,
lunch and dinner menu and has a wide
variety of desserts. Although the food
is a bit pricey, it is well worth it. One
of my favorite breakfast dishes is the
smoked salmon bagel or the farmer's
scramble, which is one of the best om
elettes I have ever had. For lunch and
dinner, a great choice is their tomato
and mozzarella panini or one of their
many gourmet salads.
Zanzibar also serves various coffees
and teas. My drink of choice, no matter
where I go, is a cappuccino, which,
for many baristas, is a difficult drink
to make. Fortunately, Zanzibar passed
my cappuccino test.
Lastly, if you happen to be by the
downtown location, Zanzibar in the
East Village has an extensive selection
of wines and beers. So for those of you
that would like to enjoy a glass of Chianti while studying for your dreaded
midterm or start your morning with a
mimosa, Zanzibar is your place.
Zanzibar Cafe-Pacific Beach
976 Garnet Avenue
858-272-4762
Sun.-Thurs.: 6:30 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri-Sat.: 6:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Zanzibar Cafe-Downtown
707 G Street
619-230-0125
Sun.-Wed.: 8 a.m.-lO p.m.
Thurs.-Sat.: 8 a.m.-10:30 p.m.

The goody the bad and the ugly of the NYPD
guez. Tezo is a drug dealer and conman that works with the crooked cops
of the NYPD. Tezo is blamed for the
homicides and the new spotlight on the
precinct. Jimmy wants to make sure he
gets to Tezo before Ray does, so that
Tezo can't reveal Jimmy's shady backalley dealings that led to the death of
four of his colleagues.
Jimmy and his crew of badge wear
ing thugs are under the command of
Noah Emmerich's character, Francis, or
Frannie, as he is affectionately known.
Frannie is the pockmarked, ugly cop
LAUREN MILLSLAGLE
whose morality lies somewhere in the
STAFF WRITER
gray area between Ray and Jimmy's.
He is working his way to a big promo
tion and turns a blind eye to Jimmy's
"Pride and Glory" is a story about ways in exchange for a good record as
three brothers: one good, one bad and a liutenant. He wants to keep his repu
one ugly. The three are all policemen tation in tact as the investigation is in
working in the NYPD with their father progress.
The film is filled with the prescribed
who is a retired police officer as well.
Edward Norton plays a surprisingly amount of fighting, shooting and gener
normal role as Ray, the good cop. He al violence that makes an action movie
is asked to work on the task force that enjoyable to watch. The urban warfare
is trying to find the explanation behind definitely takes a precedence over the
a brutal multiple homicide. During his familiar conflicted objectives. As a
investigation, he starts to find some whole, the film is only satisfactory. It
disconcerting and perplexing clues that didn't surprise me with an innovative
lead him to believe that his two brothers plot or riveting dialog, but I still can't
are somehow involved with the murders. help but like an action film with Edward
His past experiences push him to seek Norton, no matter how ordinary the cir
the most just path while his father tries cumstances are.
Bottom line: if you like guns, fight
to persuade Ray to protect his family.
While Ray is sleuthing. Colin Fer- ing and lots of violent action, go see it.
rel's character, Jimmy, the bad cop and If you are looking for a touching movie
his brother-in-law, is busy trying to about the struggle between doing the
cover his tracks and seek revenge on right thing and protecting your family,
Angel Tezo, played by Ramon Rodri "Pride and Glory" won't fit the bill.
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Girl Talk's illegal art and a mission to get on stage
KAITLIN PERRY
A ft C FDITOR
Fog machines, masked men and tshirts sporting the phrase "I'm Not a
DJ." All of these wonderful things were
present at The Music Box in Los Angeles
where Girl Talk, mash-up extraordinaire,
performed a sold-out show this past Sat
urday.
Greg Gillis has released four albums
under his stage name, Girl Talk, on the
Illegal Art record label, with his most
recent being "Feed the Animals," which
came out this past summer. Why a label
named Illegal Art? Girl Talk samples
hundreds of songs, but without the per
mission of the original artists.
Described as a "lawsuit waiting to
happen" by the The New York Times
Magazine, the albums combine songs by
artists such as Jay-Z, Lil Wayne, Radiohead, Feist, The Police, Daft Punk, Nir
vana, Sinead O'Connor, Rage Against
the Machine and Queen to create tracks
that you can't help but lose control'to.
What's unique about Girl Talk, be
sides his mash-up skills, are his live
shows. A Girl Talk show is unlike any
show you will ever see. Not only does
he have audience members dance on
stage with him throughout the duration
of the set, he plays brand new mash-ups.
He doesn't ever play a track identical
to those on his album. He uses both old
and new samples and creates brand new
tracks, seemingly, onsite.
At his recent Los Angeles show, there
were men in all black wearing white
masks shooting unraveling rolls of toilet
"paper into.the crowd and passing out ice
cold Dasani water bottles. There were
also fog machines, extensive amounts of
glitter in the air and water being poured

onto audience members lucky enough to
be in the front row.
I would now like to tell you about my
quest to get myself and my sister onto the
Girl Talk stage.
We started out in the back, staying
in place because the air was breath
able. Once we got tired of that spot and
witnessed a fight, we wormed our way
through an amazing amount of danc
ing bodies to the left side of the stage,
which turned out to be a brick wall of
mean people who were so bitter that they
weren't on the stage that they wouldn't
let anyone else through. Not only were
we surrounded by negativity, but the
air was dense and hot. In order to avoid
claustrophobia, we decided to backtrack
and dance in an airier spot until I came
up with the plan on how to get onto the
Girl Talk stage.
First, start in the back. Remember to
be polite as you shove people to the side
and find your way to the very right, or
left, of the stage. Position yourself almost
against the wall and ease your way to the
front. The people standing in this part of
the venue are usually there to stay and
don't mind the crazy fans that want to
be in the front row because they have no
intention of attempting the same mission.
But this is where the plan gets tricky.
I, like an idiot, wore flip-flops. When
an unsteady photographer fell on top of
me my left shoe was lost in the crowd of
pulsating bodies. As I bent down looking
for it, two girls began screaming at me
to leave. Why? Because when I said, "I
lost my shoe" they thought I said, "I'm
going to puke." After correcting them
and having an unknown fellow yell at
them for their attitudes, I snuck my way
even closer to Gregg Gillis himself, all
the while keeping my sister at my side.
As I looked through the dense fog and
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Gregg Gillis, aka Girl Talk, plays mash-ups of songs by other artists at a live perfor
mance. Fans are allowed to dance on-stage while Gillis creates musical magic and
removes his clothes.

glittery air, I realized that all of the people
shoving me around ended up pushing me
right up against the part of the stage at
which people were climbing up and danc
ing with the sweaty and half-naked Girl
Talk. There were two security guards po
sitioned there, and they were refusing to
let anyone through. I was literally a big
step away from climbing onto the stage,
but the security guards would not budge.
As a sample of Journey's song, "Faith
fully," began to spill from the speakers, I
knew the show was almost over. I made
eye contact with a hottie on the stage, who
then held out his hand and helped me up
as the security guard turned his back. As I

looked down at my sister and prepared to
sneak her up too, the song ended, Gillis
grabbed my hand as he exited the stage
and security guards began to lift people
off of the stage.
Though I was on the stage for about 30
seconds, I was so proud to have accom
plished what I set out to do. Girl Talk is
still touring, but not in California. Check
out his MySpace page, myspace.com/
girltalk, for out of state dates, in case you
happen to be traveling to a city at which he
will be playing. Check out en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Feed_the_Animals for a listing
of all the tracks sampled on Girl Talk's
latest album, "Feed the Animals."

Keeping boredom at bay: ClarkandMichael.com and Dorm-Life.com
Sites that feature mini web episodes worth watching over youtube reruns

CARRIE WIDDER

STAFF WRITER
Alright, what's up this week in the
World Wide Web? I know you're des
perate for more videos, but you're sick
of the "seven minutes of fame" videos.
You're stuck in a catch-22. Honestly,
how many times can you hear Mr.
Chi City call himself "The Dollar
Menu Millionaire" before you want to
shoot yourself in the foot? Though the
answer isn't important. I could listen to
him say it over and over again and still
giggle myself silly. But, to be honest, I
can only watch dumb YouTube videos
for so long until I reach the conclusion

that these people have nothing better
to do. And then I start imagining what
would happen if I started my own
video blog, a "vlog" if you will, and
then I have to smack myself and end
the delusions.
So what's a gal or guy to do when
they want to watch an Internet video
with talent, direction, plot and (gasp!)
perhaps some real acting? Is it so ludi
crous to imagine that this sort of thing
could exist in this technological day and
age? No, friends, it is not. And hence,
I hit you with a double whammy this
week. I present my two favorites, dis
covered in the throes of my freshman
year procrastination stage: ClarkandMichael.com and Dorm-Life.com.
My little obsession with Michael
Cera has not exactly stayed under the
radar. My friends from home are aware
of my fantasy of running into him while
perusing the racks of Amoeba (we both
spy the same CD, eyes lock, awkward
"Juno"-esque moment, he offers to let
me have the album in exchange for a
coffee and we have a humorous yet
intelligent conversation over pumpkin
lattes, delighting in our mutual love
for seasonal flavored syrups). So, now
that the entire student body is caught
up with my far-fetched fantasies, I can

proceed.
At the height of this obsession,
roughly August of last year, I had
discovered "Arrested Development,"
God's gift to great television. I was a
little late in finding out about this show,
so I practically cried myself to sleep
when I finished the third DVD. Where
was I to find the dry humor, the absurd
plot lines and the innocent quips from
George-Michael (Cera's character, not
the other George-Michael - you know,
the singer-songwriter?). ClarkandMichael.com came into my life that day.
A little miniseries starring Cera
and Clark Duke, the hilarious Dale on
"Greek" and star in the new film "Sex
Drive," this show was created back in
2006 and has just 10 episodes, all under
15 minutes. Definitely long enough to
keep you holed up for a while, but not
as time consuming as catching up on,
say, "Lost." It's funny, it's different
and I wish there were more. I guess the
boys are both off to bigger and better
things these days, but it's always fun
to find little gems like this from their
past. Keep an eye out for great cameos
from Jonah Hill, David Cross, Tony
Hale and Martin Starr of "Freaks and
Geeks."
Fans of "The Office" will also love

Dorm-Life. Taking similar character
traits from the NBC show and apply
ing them to people living together in a
dorm, Dorm-Life is a real treat for the
college folk. This site got me through
some boring evenings in Founders
(210 represent), and I am so excited to
see that they are soon coming out with
a second season! The episodes are
even shorter than ClarkandMichael,
sometimes as short as three minutes,
and do a great job of making fun of the
different stereotypes that can be found
on dorm halls.
I'm desperate for more Internet
"shows" like these. While I'll be on
the lookout myself, any suggestions
would be much appreciated. Midterms
are over and I'm back to wasting
copious amounts of time. Send your
favorite sites my way: cwidder-ll@
sandiego.edu.
In the meantime, enjoy your Hal
loween kids. Keep it safe, keep it
classy, and for the love of God put
some effort into your costumes this
year. Throwing on a football jersey
and a pair of high heels at the last
minute does not mean you get to tell
people you're a "sexy athlete." You're
just lazy. Bonus sitecostumeideazone.
com. Use wisely.
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Keeping it light with England's band The Heavy
Daniel for a long time and we started
doing acoustic stuff. I guess we wrote
some stuff that worked. It was just us,
two mics and a beat up, broken guitar,
but we suddenly had people coming to
our shows. It kept building on itself,
so we just kind of said, "Hey, we
should get a band together." Then we
got Spencer in on bass and this other
guy playing drums. It all happened
so quick. In Noid, it is so hard to get
people to actually commit to anything
and stick with it. It's amazing we have
stayed together for so long! Anyway,
all of a sudden, people were just like,
"can you play here?"

AVERY DURNAN
STAFF WRITFR

Straight out of the small town of
Noid, England, The Heavy are a Brit
ish indie rock quintet making waves
both in the Euro music scene and
right here across the pond. In light of
their upcoming show at The Casbah,
founding member of the group, Kelvin
Swaby, kindly gave insight of this up
and coming band's story.
The Vista: Where does The Heavy
call home?
Swaby: We come from a tiny little
hamlet called Noid, between Bristol
and Bath. We're actually home now,
just got back from Italy last week and
we're rehearsing so we can blow some
people away. Noid is a beautiful place,
really wooded and isolated. It's the
kind of place where everybody car
ries an axe. Where everybody is like
wolves. We're the sons of Noid in a
sense; everyone seems to know us or
know about us at least, which is inter
esting.
V: What do you guys think of Amer
ica?
S: We love playing America! I abso
lutely loved the last time we played San
Diego. The Casbah is a great venue.
We hung out with some cool guys
too, Adrenaline. They're really cool,
and we're playing with them again on

WILL COOPER-MITCHELL

Saturday. I can't believe how low the
planes fly in San Diego though, it's
crazy! But we love the rest of America
too. We really liked playing in Texas at
the SXSW festival. New York was also
incredible. It was like home for us. We
went absolutely mad in New York City.
We got encored for five or 10 minutes
after our encore; it was so great. We're
definitely excited to get back there.
V: What track would you recommend
on your most recent album, "Great
Vengeance and Furious Fire"?
S: Well, I've been reading this amaz
ing story about all of these footballers'
wives. They are status icons of a sort.
They've really made a career out of

being footballers' • wives instead of
going out and obtaining their own ca
reers, which I think people should at
least try to do. So I guess from thinking
about all of that, I would say "Coleen,"
just 'cause that's what's on my mind
right now.
V: How did the Heavy get together?
S: The Heavy kind of started as myself
and Daniel [Taylor], We just kind of
sat around and talked about music
non-stop. We met at a workplace,
and became really good friends really
quickly. We started doing some stuff
that was hip-hop based, musically cy
clical stuff, trying to do something dif
ferent and organic. It was myself and

V: So, when is your next album coming
out?
S: We've written all the new songs, so,
now we just need to record. Ideally,
it should be out by next summer, but
we'll have to see what all happens be
tween now and then.
After listening to a few of the
band's tracks, I understand Swaby's
point about their cyclical use of song
samples. They have a unique abil
ity to build music around the sample,
rendering it completely different. With
funky horns, Prince-like vocals and
distorted guitars woven around the
lo-fi samples, The Heavy's music is
easy to listen to yet thought-provoking
at the same time.
The band is playing southern Cali
fornia tomorrow at the Casbah. Check
it out if you're ready to rock!

Picasso at the Lapin Agile" examines artistic genius
3RYN EVERETT
CQ-FEATURE EDITOR
How will we define the 21st cen:ury? Considering it is only the beginling, many probably hope it is not by
3ur current war or even the upcoming
jlection. What if we define 100 years
jy the futuristic thinkers and creations
of its artists? That is the idea behind
:he theatre department's production
that ran this past weekend, "Picasso at
the Lapin Agile."
The play, written by the one and
only Steve Martin, begins with the
lypothetical situation of Pablo Picasso
and Albert Einstein meeting in bar in
Vlontmartre, France in 1904.
Senior Kyle Beck and junior Mi
chael Ahmad, played the roles respecively and offered great representation
of the men most of us only know for
their contributions, during their life
time. Picasso represents art, Einstein
epresents science and a short but
memorable character named Schmentiiman represents commercialism and
ideas that don't always turn out well.
The characters meet when their
ame has not set into the rest of the
world, and yet they are on "the verge"
of something great, the upcoming cen:ury, while neither knows quite how
heir breakthroughs will play out. Ein
stein is just about ready to submit his
first paper on relativity for publication
and Picasso is ready to enter his Rose
Period.
Throughout the play the nature of

genius is examined. This idea comes to
a head when Picasso and Einstein both
realize their thought processes behind
their creations is the same. All the
characters talk about this and how in
spiration strikes everyone regardless of
whether or not their genius will appear
in the history books. This is evident in
the rare yet brillant epiphanies of the
bar owner Freddy, played by sopho
more Spencer Schumacher. There is
also a last minute appearance from "The
Visitor," played by sophomore William
Hartley, who was a crowd pleaser as a
young Elvis.
Beck, a theatre arts major, said play
ing Picasso was challenging and fun.
"In the play Picasso is a brooding artist
stuck in his ways. He gets inspiration
from women and uses them for his ar
tistic gains. He is not necessarily a good
guy and that's why he was so enjoyable
to play. His character has lots of grey
areas and it is really funny to watch as
he interacts with others on stage."
All the actors did a great tribute to
the material written by Martin. Ahmad
gets a laugh out of almost every one
of his lines, especially well-timed in
sights and allusions to information that
the characters clearly would not have
known at the time.
Senior Rachel Salcer and junior
Camille Monroe starred as the lead
ing ladies both taken under Picasso's
spell. Salcer, a theatre arts minor and
communication studies major, played
Germaine in her first theater produc
tion at USD. "This play was such an
amazing experience and I learned a lot

NIKKI MILLSf
Kyle Beck and Camille Monroe act out a scene in "Picasso at the Lapin Agile," which
was performed in Shiley Theatre from Oct. 23 - Oct. 25.

from everyone involved in it. Being
an athlete at USD, I had never been in
a stage show besides the student labs
from last semester, so it was a huge
time commitment I wasn't used to. But
the nights of the show, the audience
response was so unique. Each night the
feedback was organic and every audi
ence laughed at different jokes so it
kept it unpredictable."
The entire cast seemed pleased with
the audience feedback and the material
the play provided. "Doing a production
in Shiley can be daunting because it is
such a huge theatre to fill," Beck said.

"The student response was so voca
and lively it turned Shiley into such an
intimate space. I think the whole cast
was grateful."
The most poignant part of the piece
is the reaization that art is not only a
painting, but an equation that orders
the universe, or a song.
The next production by the theatre
department is a musical by John Lahiu
sa called "First Lady Suite." It will run
Dec. 11-14 in the Black Box Theatre in
Camino 131. With an almost entirely
female cast, it will definitely not be a
performance to miss.
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What is a lawyer?
A debater? A fighter?

Or more than that?
A creative problem solver.
A principled advocate.
A rigorous and versatile thinker.

Explore the wide scope of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to be."

C.P. HAGGARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Troy Murphy, M.A.C.E. '02
Guest Chaplain, Green Bay Packers;
Founder, Launch137, Green Bay, Wisconsin
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LESSON LEARNED: Don't try to define God or yourself.
MY STORY: You don't usually think of a bar as a ministry setting. But then, I had this
conversation one day and God opened doors.
To learn more about Troy's inspiring story and explore the theology programs offered:
www.apu.edu/explore/theology
(800) TALK-APU
graduatecenter@apu.edu
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SPORTS
My definition
of sports

Sports Editor: Ray Ayala
Asst. Sports Editor: Eric Ebner
rayala@usdvista.com

Dolphins nail last second 50 yarder for the win

RUBIN RESNICK
CHIFF COPY FDITOR

Despite having a win within their
grasps, the Toreros lost to the Dolphins
this past Saturday, at D.B. Milne Field,
30-29. The loss came as a result of a
kick that sailed true through the uprights
in the final two minutes of the game,
sealing the Toreros' fate. Jacksonville
ascended to a 5-3 overall record and 31 in the Pioneer Football League while
San Diego fell to a 6-1 record and 4-1
in the PFL.
RAYMOND AYALA
The offense, led by quarterback Se
SPORTS FDITOR
bastian Trujillo, produced 372 yards
of offense, 278 of which were gained
What do you consider a sport? I through the passing game. Trujillo
have asked myself this many times, and completed 23 out of 43 attempts for 278
have had many debates with my friends yards and four touchdowns. The lion's
about the topic. It seems that in our share of the passing game production
modern sports culture, almost any sort came from wide receivers John Mat
of activity that involves competition thews and Ben Hannula who combined
can be considered a sport. I guess I am for 18 receptions totaling 239 yards
old-fashioned, but I think that the term and three touchdowns. Godfrey Smith
sport gets thrown around too loosely in contributed with a touchdown reception
along with running back Phil Morelli
• the mainstream media.
It seems that the honor of being on who carried 19 times for 64 yards.
These offensive statistics don't reveal
ESPN can go to almost any average Joe
the
fact that the seven Torero posses
who is willing to pay $10,000 to enter a
sions in the first half resulted in one
poker tournament.
field
goal made and one missed field
I'm a close follower of the wellgoal
that
ended the first half.
known, traditional sports such as foot
In the second half, they scored on
ball, basketball, baseball, hockey and
four
out of their first five possessions,
soccer. To me, these people are the ones
but
they
had a blocked point after touch
that should be praised for their athletic
prowess, not some person who gambles down attempt as well as a missed point
for a living, fishes, eats a lot of food or
drives a fast car around a track over and
over again.
I would be a liar if I said I did not KIVA HERMAN
watch some of the sports I am criticiz STAFF WRITFR
ing, but at the same time I respect the
The USD women's soccer team re
more physical sports far more than the
leisure sports. Poker is a fun game to mained undefeated in West Coast Con
play and let me tell you from personal ference play, earning two road victories
experience, it is extremely competitive, this past weekend against Pepperdine
but it's nothing like the physical sports and Loyola.
The Toreros are ranked No. 14 na
in terms of an athletic skill sets.
A sport is embodied by an thlete like tionally and stand at 13-3-2, and a per
Joe Carter hitting a game-winning home fect 5-0 in the West Coast Conference.
run in the World Series, Steve Young These back to back league wins set up
throwing a touchdown pass to Jerry a showdown against the No. 3 ranked
Rice to seal a Super Bowl win for San Portland Pilots next weekend at San
Francisco or watching Michael Jordan Diego. This matchup will determine
juke Bryan Russell out of his shoes and first place in the West Coast Confer
sinking the game-winning shot to give ence as the Toreros are ranked second
Chicago another championship. There in the WCC behind their opponent the
is a huge difference between those Portland Pilots.
On Friday afternoon, the Toreros
athletic achievements, and the achieve
ments of Phil Hellmuth who is a poker defeated Pepperdine 1-0 at Tari Frahm
player that has won 11 World Series of Rokus Field. Senior midfielder Ashley
Kirk scored her first goal of the season.
Poker bracelets.
This is by no means a shot at poker Kirk rose above all players and headed
or any of the other "sports," but more the ball into the back of the net to give
of a personal perspective on the game. USD the 1-0 advantage.
USD senior goalkeeper Brittany
Poker is just one of the many activities
such as NASCAR, sport fishing and Cameron recorded six saves in the Toeating contests that I feel require no reroes win, earning her seventh shutout
physical skills whatsoever and therefore of the season.
Pepperdine goalkeeper Kayla Stolte
should be separated from sports such as
football, basketball and baseball. True, allowed one goal and recorded eight
these less-physical sports are watched saves. Pepperdine fell to 6-9-2 overall,
by millions of people and have huge and 1-3-1 in the WCC. Pepperdine out
fan followings. The point I am trying shot USD 15-10 and also had the edge
to make is just because something is over the Toreros in corner kicks as
on ESPN, doesn't make it a sport in my well.
In Sunday afternoon's match, the
book, and it shouldn't automatically be
Toreros brought their enthusiaism and
a sport in your book as well.

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Freshman running back Phil Morelli led
the team in rushing yards, but his effort
wasn't enough to give the Toreros a win.

after touchdown. These two mistakes,
combined with the missed field goal,
hurt the Toreros in the final tally.
The defense had trouble containing

the Dolphins' running game that pro
duced 170 rushing yards. It was led by
the linebacker corps of Loka Kanongotaa, Derek Marten and Derek Pilkington who totaled 26 tackles. Kanongotaa
stood out with four out of his nine tack
les for loss and two sacks.
The defense faced a difficult situa
tion when they had to stop a Jackson
ville drive within their own 40-yard line
with 2:24 remaining in the fourth quar
ter. The Dolphins drove three yards and
then called in their kicker on USD's 34yard line to kick the go-ahead field goal.
Donovan Curry of Jacksonville nailed
the kick from 50 yards out to give the
Dolphins thedead and the win.
Taking into consideration the recent
loss, USD is still on pace to finish first
within the WCC if they manage to top
the visiting Dayton Flyers next game.
The University of Dayton was the
first team to hand USD a loss last season
and then managed to gain the title of cochampions of the PFL as the result of
that win. This year, the Toreros are in
a compromised position because of the
accumulated loss of several key starters
across the offense and defense. In light
of these factors, this game will ultimate
ly determine the fate of the PFL and is
the most important matchup of any two
teams in the PFL this year. USD's nation
best 28 home game win streak will be
placed on the line this Saturday when
they host the Dayton Flyers at Torero
Stadium at 6 p.m.

Women's soccer wins big with six consecutive games

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Senior defender Ashley Kirk was key to the Toreros' victory against USF. Not only did
Kirk play strong defense, but she also scored the game-winning goal.

energy that led to a 1-0 shut out over
Loyola Marymount (6-5-3) in a West
Coast Conference match. With the loss,
the Lions fell to 6-5-3 overall and to 32-0 in WCC action.
Sophomore midfielder Jackie Zinke's
third goal of the season gave the Tore
ros the advantage. Zinke tallied the lone
goal of the match at the 79:53 minute
mark. Elissa Magracia made a pass to
Zinke who then had an uncontested shot
into the back of the net to give USD the
1-0 win.
Cameron continued her stellar per

formance Saturday as she once again
allowed no goals and recorded three
saves in her eighth shutout of the
season. Lions' keeper Allysa Clark
recorded eight saves, but allowed one
goal that led to the defeat for the Lions.
San Diego outshot the Lions 17-5 and
had a 13-3 advantage in corner kicks.
The lady Toreros soccer team will
return to action this Friday as they head
to the Pacific Northwest to face the
Gonzaga Bulldogs (6-9-2) in Spokane,
Wash, in a WCC match that begins at
11:30 a.m.
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Women's basketball prepares for 2008-2009 season
RAYMOND AYALA
SPORTS FDITOR

The Toreros women's , basketball
team is coming off of one of their most
productive seasons in the history of -the
program.
The Toreros started out their confer
ence season last year losing five straight
games, yet they were still able to turn
it around and get a No. 3 seed in the
WCC tournament. The Toreros used
their home court advantage to defeat
Gonzaga and advance to their first ever
NCAA tournament game.
This season, the lady Toreros will
join their male counterparts in coming
into the season with higher expectations
than the previous season. The Toreros
will be led this year by arguably one
of the WCC's most dominant players,
senior center Amber Sprague.
Last season Sprague led the team in
both points per game, 15, and rebounds
per game, nine, but she will be without
her partner in crime, Amanda Rego, as
Rego has since graduated from USD.
The Toreros will look to senior guard
Kiva Herman, as well as sophomdre
Sam Child and junior forward Morgan
Henderson to continue their on-court
success from last season. The Toreros
will also welcome sophomore center
Nya Mason to the team, as she was
forced to redshirt last season, due to
NCAA transfer rules.
The biggest loss this season for the
team is the presence at point guard.
Last year Rego was one of the top assist

ZAC ORMSBY/THE VISTA

Senior center Amber Sprague was named to the 2008-2009 WCC preseason all-con
ference team, and is considered to be one of the top players in the WCC this season.

leaders in the country, as she was during
her junior year. She left the school with
the most assists in program history, but
at the all important point guard position.
Her presence will be missed, but it ap
pears that freshman guard Dominique
Conners will compete for the starting
point guard role this season.
During the WCC Media Conference,
the 2008-2009 women's basketball
WCC preseason coaches poll was re
leased. The bottom four teams are San
Francisco at No. 8, Portland at No. 7,
Pepperdine at No. 6, and Santa Clara
at No. 5. All of the teams are still com
petitive though and it would not be a
surprise to see one of the teams finish

higher than expected.
The top four teams are Saint Mary's
at No. 4, San Diego at No. 3, Loyola
Marymount at No. 2, and leading the
field once again is Gonzaga at No. 1.
The conference this year is strong
and the front-runner will be the Gon
zaga Bulldogs. Though Gonzaga was
stunned by USD last year, they are re
turning a strong starting lineup, led by
last season's WCC Coach of the Year,
Kelly Graves. They also welcome back
the defending WCC Player of the Year,
junior Heather Bowman, as well as the
defending WCC Newcomer of the Year,
sophomore Courtney Vandersloot. An
other title contender this year will be

the LMU Lions, led by head coach Julie
Wilholt. Sophomore guard Renahy
Young, who as a freshrtian led the Lions
in scoring last season, will most likely
be a cantidate for the Conference Player
of the Year this season. Finally, the most
likely team to surprise the conference
this year will be the Santa Clara Bron
cos, who are led by former Gonzaga
assistant coach, Jennifer Mountain.
Though the Broncos may be young
this year, they still have an extremely
talented freshmen class and a new head
coach that seems intent on turning the
program in the right direction.
The Toreros schedule this year in
cludes quality opponents such as Seton
Hall, Arizona and UCLA. Couple this
non-conference schedule with a confer
ence that is pretty much even in talent
distribution and its looks to be one ex
citing season.
The Toreros are going to have to pick
up the early wins and beat the teams that
they are expected to beat this year. The
WCC usually sends only one team to
the NCAA tournament per year, so the
Toreros must have the mindset that they
need to win the conference in order to
advance to the NCAA tournament.
The 08-09 women's basketball team
should be competitive this year, and
their main goal will be a NCAA tour
nament birth, with a consolation prize
being another trip to the National Invi
tational Tournament.
The regular season will kick off Nov.
14, as they will face cross-town rival
UC San Diego in the JCP at1 p.m.

WE'RE LOOKING
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

FOR TALENTED
STUDENT
PERFORMERS!
The Disney College Program is

L ,1

seeking Animated Character
Performers and Parade
Performers to perform at the

Walt Disney World® Resort near
Orlando FL, and Disneyland9
Resort in Anaheim CA. Special
consideration will be given to
Disney Animated Character
"look-alikes" and individuals
4'8" - 5' and 6'~6'3".

Not a Student?
No Problem.
This audition is also open to

YOU CAN MAKE A WORLD
OF DIFFERENCE.

non-student applicants.
Call the Walt Disney World®
Jobline at 407-828-1000
for more information.

NATIONAL CLANDESTINE SERVICE CAREERS

Be a part of a mission that's larger than all of us. The CIA's National Clandestine
Service seeks qualified applicants to serve our country's mission abroad. Our careers offer rewarding,
fast-paced, and high impact challenges in intelligence collection on issues of critical importance
to US national security. Applicants should possess a high degree of personal integrity, strong
interpersonal skills, and good written and oral communication skills. We welcome applicants from
various academic and professional backgrounds. Do you want to make a difference for your country?
Are you ready for a challenge?
All applicants for National Clandestine Service positions must successfully undergo several personal
interviews, medical and psychological exams, aptitude testing, a polygraph interview, and a background
investigation. Following entry on duty, candidates will undergo extensive training. US citizenship
required. An equal opportunity employer and a drug-free work force.
For more information and to apply, visit www.cia.gov

Audition
November 9,2008
Sign-in: 11:00AM * Audition: 11:30AM
The Studio @ North Park
3800 30th'Street
San Diego, CA 92104
Applicants must view an online presentation at
disneycoiiegeprogram.com/epresentation and attend an audition.
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Men's soccer sweeps: McFadden gets 300
DARREN FEENEY
STAFF WRITFR

How long does it take a collegiate
head coach to reach 300 wins? Look no
further than San Diego's own Seamus
McFadden for the answer. Sunday's
victory over Loyola Marymount marked
the 300th victory of McFadden's 30year tenure. McFadden, the only men's
soccer coach the University of San
Diego has ever had, now owns a 300216-47 overall record.
After suffering their first conference
defeat, 1-0 to Santa Clara on Oct. 19,
Sunday's victory launched the start of a
new two-match win streak as San Diego
(6-6-3,6-1-0 WCC) readies for the final
leg of West Coast Conference play.
"It was a very gratifying win for me
today," McFadden said. "I don't think
the score reflected the play of both
teams. The difference was we were
simply able to find the net against a very
good Loyola Marymount team."
After shutting out Loyola Mary
mount (4-6-5, 2-4-1 WCC) 2-0 Friday
evening at Sullivan Field in Los An
geles, San Diego once again tamed the
Lions Sunday afternoon, holding them
scoreless 3-0 for the second consecu
tive game as they returned to the pitch
at Torero Stadium.
Friday's scoreless first half of play
was controlled by LMU, who had three
near-misses on shots either grazing
the posts or crossbar. San Diego came
out in attack mode in the second half,
recording eight corner kicks and nine
shots on goal. In the 70th minute, junior
midfielder Trevor May put San Diego
on the board for his second goal of

the season. Lions' goalkeeper Patrick
Sampson misplayed a free kick as the
ball went through his hands to a linger
ing May who hammered the ball through
for the 1 -0 lead.
San Diego then put the game out of
reach in the 86th minute as the reoccurring combination of JT Howlan to
Andrew Feld emerged yet again. After
dribbling up the left sideline and leav
ing a Lions' defender behind, Howlan
found his fellow junior Feld inside the
penalty box. Feld took a touch around
Sampson and fired his team-leading
fifth goal of the season, capping off a
2-0 Toreros victory.
The scoring started much earlier
Sunday afternoon, as Howlan scored
the first goal of the match and his fourth
of the season in the 13th minute. Fresh
man midfielder Jorge Rezza sent a cross
to Howlan who flicked a header over
LMU goalkeeper Jack McCormack
into the top right corner of the net for
the early 1-0 advantage. In the 59th
minute, Feld saved a ball from nearly
crossing the end line and sent a cross
back towards the net, finding May's
head inside the goalie box to give San
Diego a 2-0 lead. Forward Kyle Ochoa
provided the nail in the coffin in the
87th minute on an unassisted goal, seal
ing the 3-0 victory.
Toreros' goalkeeper Kelin Briones
continued to solidify the Toreros de
fense between the posts, producing his
second-straight shutout and yielding
just three goals in his last six games.
"It's been quite a ride over the years
with the highs and lows of each season,"
McFadden said. "I wouldn't trade it for
anything though, all the friendships and
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RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Freshman defender Kevin Cook has adjusted well to the college game. He has made
many key stops and is one of the reasons USD has a shot at the WCC title.

the success of every student athlete that
has passed through our program." Mc
Fadden built this program from the floor
up and will always be considered one of
the pioneers of Toreros athletics.
The first-place Toreros remain in the

West Coast Conference driver's seat
and will look to continue their stride
towards a WCC title and NCAA tourna
ment bid this Sunday, Nov. 2 at 2 p.m.
as they host Saint Mary's (3-7-3, 2-2-2
WCC) at Torero Stadium.

Tampa Bay Rays are the MLB's Cinderella story of 2008
JUSTIN SAKS
STAFF WRITFR

This season, the team formerly
known as the Tampa Bay Devil Rays
decided to make some subtle changes
to their program in order to transform
their culture of losing. As if to invoke
a religious blessing, their campaign
began when they dropped the "devil"
from their name. Since their inception
in 1998, the Rays have finished in last
place in their division nine out of 10
times.
Having lost at least 90 games in each
of their seasons, turning into a playoffcaliber team would not be easy. Joe
Maddon, in his third year as manager,
decided to come up with a slogan in
spring training to inspire his young, but
very talented team.
"Nine equals eight." It is as simple
as nine players playing hard for nine in
nings to qualify for one of eight playoff
spots. As quirky as it sounds, the team
has bought into Maddon's philosophies.
In the off-season, the Rays addressed
some character issues in their clubhouse.
They traded away a couple of promis
ing young outfielders because they were
making headlines for the wrong reasons.
Not only did they rid themselves of po
tential trouble, but they also received
players who have now been integral to
their success this season.
Playing in the same division as both

MARISSA WINKLERAHE VISTA

The Tampa Bay Rays season has been nothing short of special, regardless of their
World Series performance. The Rays are the first team to ever go from last to first.

the Yankees and the Red Sox, they were
considered a long shot for success. Sit
ting at 16 games above a 50 percent win
statistic at the all-star break, critics were
expecting the Rays to collapse. Now,
with the Rays in the World Series, these
critics are still waiting.
Despite their success, the Achilles
heel for them has always been their
pitching. This year, that has certainly
not been the case. With a mixture of
veterans and youngsters, the pitching

staff has been a consistent performer on
the season. The Rays' starting pitchers
were second in earned run average in
the American League while their bull
pen was the third best.
The Rays' offensive attack has been
led by rookie third baseman Evan Longoria. Longoria didn't start the season on
the Major League club's roster, but he
was called up in mid-April and hasn't
looked back since. A week after his
Major League debut, the team signed

him to a nine-year deal with over $17
million in guaranteed money and the
opportunity to earn over $44 million
with performance incentives. Longoria
has proven to be a bargain for the Rays,
launching 27 home runs and driving in
85 RBI on the season. Just as impres
sive was his two home runs in the Rays'
first ever post-season game.
They are a versatile team that can
win in many different ways. They have
the power to hit the home run and put up
runs in bunches, but they also are very
effective in playing small ball. They are
fortunate to have a handful of players
with blazing speed and when they get
on base, it wrecks havoc on opposing
teams and pitchers. To add to their
achievement list, the Rays are doing
all of this with the lowest payroll in the
American League. In case you're won
dering, that's one fifth of the Yankees'
payroll and one third of the Red Sox
payroll.
They have proven that money doesn 't
buy championships. They have created
a blueprint for other teams to follow; A
team should develop young talent and
mix in some veterans as a formula for
success. If the Rays are able to hold off
the Red Sox for the American League
Championship, only one thing might
be able to stop them from winning the
World Series. It's not the Los Angeles
Dodgers or the Philadelphia Phillies.
It's the devil.

